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Past Chair Report
Theresa O’Grady

S

ummer is here! Finally the cold
days are gone. Warmer weather
is a mixed blessing for me – I hate
cold weather but my allergies definitely
do not like the warm weather, so I suffer
along. But I am used to suffering as a
Cubs fan! (In fact, I will be enjoying the
friendly confines in less than four hours!)
Summer is a busy time for ISAWWA
activities. But before I talk about things
coming up, I need to take a step back.
At the end of WATERCON2015, my
reign as Chair ended and I passed the
gavel to Greg Swanson (Moline). I just
want to say that I thoroughly enjoyed
being the Chair of ISAWWA, so thank
you for giving me the opportunity. I have
complete faith in Greg and his abilities
to lead the Section over the next year.
Good luck Greg and enjoy your reign!
It seems like I have so many things
(past and future) to mention in this
update, so I am I just going to jump
right in:
• WATERCON2015 was once again
a great conference. Thank you to
everyone who attended, presented,
exhibited, and participated in contests. Thank you also to our partner
agencies including Illinois Section of
the Central States Water Environment
Association (CSWEA), Illinois Lake
Management Association (ILMA),
Illinois Government Finance Officers
Association, and Underground
Contractors Association.
• This past April, the annual AWWA
Regional Officer’s Meeting was
held in Rosemont. I had the opportunity to attend this for the first
time this year. It was great to see
the initiatives that other Sections in
the region are undertaking. One in
particular is a kids’ educational video
that was developed and produced
by the Wisconsin AWWA Section. It
is a great resource, so check it out
at http://intotheoutdoors.org/topics/
know-your-h2o/.

I just want to say that I thoroughly
enjoyed being the Chair of ISAWWA,
so thank you for giving me
the opportunity.

•

•

•

•

The second ‘No Water, No Beer’
social event held at Top Golf on
Cinco de Mayo was a great success.
Even those who had never golfed
before got to try it out and had a
great time. For those who could not
make it, I am sure there will be more
events, so please join us next time!
This past May, we had our first
meeting of the Diversity and
Member Inclusion Committee, which
has been formed to explore ways to
incorporate diversity and inclusion
into ISAWWA. If any members have
suggestions on how ISAWWA can
integrate diversity into the Section,
please let me know.
As I am writing this, ACE15 is one week
away. ISAWWA was recently notified
that the Section was selected as one
of the recipients of the 2015 AWWA
Section Education Award. On Tuesday,
June 9, a group from ISAWWA (myself
included) will accept the award on
behalf of the Section. Congratulations
to the Education Committee and staff
for this great honor!
There is currently a Call for
Nominations to serve on the
ISAWWA Board. If you are
interested, please fill out a
nomination form (due by July 31).
Serving on the ISAWWA Board is
a great way to get involved in the
Section and meet others in the
water industry.

•

This year’s Visitation Day (golf and
tour) will be held at Springfield
City Water Light & Power on July
16 and 17. The golf outing will be
held on Thursday, July 16 at Piper
Glen Golf Course in Springfield,
Illinois. The tour will be held on
Friday, July 17 and will include the
new intake and low service pump
station, the water treatment plant,
chemical feed building, high service
pump station, and clearwell. Look
online for more information and to
register (www.isawwa.org).
Wow – I think that was my longest
update ever. Thanks for sticking it
out until the end. Until next time…
go Cubs!
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Chair Report
Greg Swanson

ISAWWA IS ANSWERING THE WATER WAKE-UP CALL

“

W

hen you gonna wake-up
and strengthen the things
that remain?” So sang Bob
Dylan on his fire and brimstone album,
Slow Train. While Dylan was referring to
a general spiritual malaise and moral
decay of modern man, his question can
just as easily be posed to the American
people in regard to our water and water
infrastructure today. The water resources
and infrastructure that allowed our
nation to rise from a third world country
to a global superpower is in great
jeopardy. When we examine the state of
affairs we can see: record drought and
floods; aging and leaking infrastructure;
increased treatment challenges; and a
growing need to manage water, water
demand, and energy consumption.
Meanwhile, most Americans remain
oblivious to the water wake-up call that
grows increasingly urgent and forceful.
Yes, the wake-up call has been
sounded and ISAWWA is answering
this call in Illinois with a multi-faceted
approach that includes new initiatives
and continuation of the high-quality
events and training for which the
Section is well known. We have an
amazing Board, an outstanding roster
of dedicated committee chairs, and
a legion of committed volunteers.
I truly respect all the remarkable water
professionals who are volunteering
their time and expertise to energize

the Section and increase the value of
ISAWWA membership. I am pleased
to outline a few of the many exciting
initiatives the Section is working on.

Total Water
Last year, ISAWWA embraced the concept
of ‘Total Water,’ which encompasses
drinking water, wastewater, recycled
water, and stormwater. This approach
recognizes that all water is a precious
resource and understanding these
various states of water is critically
important to Illinois water professionals.
Our commitment to providing Total Water
resources and training continues to grow.
At WATERCON2015, ISAWWA partnered
with Central States Water Environment
Association and Illinois Lake Management
Association to ensure attendees had
access to high-quality wastewater and
source water sessions. We are actively
working to broaden our seminar and
webinar offerings to include high-quality
wastewater, reuse water, and stormwater
training sessions. Many of our members
are involved in multiple facets of water
and are dealing with concerns ranging
from combined sewer overflows (CSOs) to
the need consider water reuse to counter
dwindling source water availability. If you
have specific total water training ideas
and/or needs, please contact Angela
Podesta, our Education Manager, who will
assist you.

Both our YP and Outreach committees
are working on engagement initiatives to
help more young people discover and take
full advantage of ISAWWA involvement.
8
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Mentoring &
cross-generational interactions
We need to recruit new water
professionals and develop new
approaches to answer the water
wake-up call. Section volunteers are
investing increased time and energy to
encourage student and YP membership/
involvement. This growth is essential
to the future of Illinois water and
the future of ISAWWA. The resulting
cross-generational interactions allow
for fresh perspectives to blend with
real-life experiences, so that new
ideas are generated and the section is
invigorated. I am pleased to report that
the WATERCON2015 Mentoring Forum
featured some powerful interactions
between a small, but dynamic, group of
YPs and seasoned professionals. The
outcome was a useful outline of ideas
and approaches that will inform the next
step in developing a more formalized
mentoring program. Laurie and I are
working on this front and will recruit
both young and seasoned professionals
to help establish a pilot program.
Concurrently, both our YP and Outreach
committees are working on engagement
initiatives to help more young people
discover and take full advantage of
ISAWWA involvement.

Operator training & engagement
Operators are the heart, soul, and
backbone of Illinois water utilities.
These professionals are on the frontline,
operating and maintaining our water
treatment and conveyance systems and
protecting our most valuable resource.
ISAWWA has a long-standing commitment
to provide high-quality operator training
in a variety of forms. We are sustaining
and expanding this commitment, as
operator training and engagement
needs are growing. Today’s operators will

become tomorrow’s utility managers and
new operators are entering the water
profession. To help meet this challenge,
WATERCON2015 featured activities,
such as an operator certification prep
course and exam, operator roundtable
discussions, operator interaction with
IEPA representatives, and much more.
Our mentoring initiative is envisioned to
include operator mentoring so that new
and small systems operators can acquire
knowledge from more experienced
operators. Most importantly, we will
be taking steps to encourage operators
to regard themselves as the water
professionals they are!

Diversity & member inclusion
I am so very happy to report ISAWWA
has a newly formed Diversity and
Member Inclusion Committee
(DMIC)! Born from insights provided
by interested members during an
exploratory process and informed
by the WATERCON2015 Diversity
Forum, the DMIC has great potential to
energize and strengthen our section.

We can benefit by contemplating the
words of the great Nelson Mandela and
adapt the underlying message to our
interactions with others: “Our differences
are our strength as a species and as world
community.” Please take time to read the
diversity-related articles included in this
issue of Splash and consider adding your
voice to this important initiative.

ISAWWA & Water 4.0
David Sedlak, a University of California
professor, points out that mankind has
entered the Water 4.0 era in his 2014
book of the same title. From Professor
Sedlak’s viewpoint, Water 1.0 was the
advent of piped water conveyance
systems, Water 2.0 was the introduction
of drinking water treatment systems and
corresponding reduction of waterborne
disease, and Water 3.0 was the
establishment of wastewater treatment
standards and systems. Water 4.0 is the
current period, which requires proactive
and integrated management of water
resources and systems that includes
innovative water professionals and an

informed public. After reading Water 4.0,
it became clear to me that ISAWWA’s
commitment to Total Water and
various initiatives are directly aligned
with Professor Sedlak’s Water 4.0
concept and the actions required to
answer the water wake-up call.

Thank you!
Fellow ISAWWA members, it is my
great honor to serve as your Chair this
year and assist our awesome team in
the pursuit of so many important goals.
I congratulate all involved with the
success of WATERCON2015 and
thank each and every volunteer who is
contributing to our mission. I am also
grateful to section’s incredible staff whose
competence and dedication are the
foundation of our success. Thank you all!
In closing, please reflect upon
Michelangelo’s insight as you pursue
your personal, professional, and
volunteer goals: “The greater danger for
most of us is not that our aim is too high
and we miss it, but that it is too low and we
reach it.”
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AWWA Director Report
Terry McGhee

T

he summer has finally arrived
and that means ACE15 in
Anaheim, June 7 through 10.
By the time you read this ACE15 will
be over, but that only means that the
planning for ACE16 in Chicago kicks into
high gear. If you have never been to the
Annual Conference and Exposition (ACE)
this is your chance to experience the
largest gatherings of water professionals
and exhibitors in the world. Attending
ACE will allow you to catch up with old
friends and make some new ones while
attending some of the best technical
presentations and training opportunities
available. If you are looking for a
way to save some money, sign up to
be a volunteer; this will allow you to
experience the conference as an active
member and also allow you to enjoy the
conference as a guest. Check out the
Section website at www.isawwa.org
to find out what type of volunteer
opportunities there are.
The Association’s membership is
continuing to grow, and has climbed to

10
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50,275 total members, but we are not
stopping there. Membership is going
to be a big topic of conversation at the
ACE15 Board meeting. The Association
has hired a consultant to help develop
a 21st century membership model.
AWWA staff is conducting a series of
interviews with utility members to
explore perceptions about changes in
utility membership and benefit options.
They are also looking at simplifying
the membership process by possibly
reducing the number of categories.
Our Section hosted the Region III
Regional Meeting of Section Officers
(RMSO) April 24–25 in Rosemount and
we had a great turnout. One of the most
productive segments of the RMSO was
the Section Sharing module. The sharing
of Sections’ success and disappointments
has led to greater adoption of new
ideas, programs, and initiatives among
neighboring Sections. The three topics
that were discussed during the Section
sharing segment were education,
membership, and finance.

One of the other new programs
that will be coming soon is WaterX:
Water Training & Education Resource
Exchange. The final draft of the WaterX
Education Catalog is undergoing final
review by AWWA staff. The next step
is to send the program to a Strategic
Coordination Team for review, followed
by the official launch on the AWWA
website for Section access. Initial
offerings will include classroom-based
learning, eLearning courses, webinars,
and a free outreach video.
A group of AWWA staff and officers
visited multiple cities in India earlier this
year to promote AWWAIndia. During
their trip they met with many different
local water agencies and hosted
various workshops to deliver the AWWA
message. The target date for opening
the AWWAIndia Mumbai office is July 1.
A large group of members from India
will be attending ACE to show support
of the new office.
The development of the Community
Engineering Corps (CE Corps) continues
to move ahead at a steady pace. They
have received 26 community project
applications to date including seven
(7) new ones in 2015. The Technical
Review Committee is actively engaged
with many project teams, reviewing
initial work plans. There will be many
opportunities for members to find out
more information at ACE15 including
the CE Corps booth in the AWWA
Pavilion, Informational Meeting (on
June 2, 2015), and Technical Session
(on June 3, 2015).
In regard to the EPA Grant Program,
the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) project team continues to
coordinate with Sections to deliver
91 workshops by the end of 2015.
Thirty-three workshops have been
delivered and the Revised Total
Coliform Rule eLearning course has
more than 390 users registered with
approximately 100 users completing

the course. The Financial Sustainability
eLearning course is still under
development and has a targeted
launch date of June during ACE15.
The Partnership for Clean Water
program is under development and on
track for an anticipated launch some
time during the second quarter of
2016. Ongoing program development
activities include the identification of
program partners, development of
governance documentation, creation
of benchmarking data criteria, and
establishment of a framework for
wastewater treatment plant selfassessment guidance. The Partnership
for Clean Water development
committee plans to meet at ACE, and
AWWA staff continues to meet with
representatives from potential partner
organizations, including USEPA.
Staff continues to work with AWWA
volunteer groups to develop additional
offerings related to Total Water
Solutions. Planning has officially begun
on the 2016 International Symposium
on Potable Reuse to be held in Long
Beach, California on January 25–27,
2016. Work is beginning on two new
TWS standards – a management
standard on direct potable reuse
and another on stormwater.
Additionally, the fall conferences
technical programs (WQTC and Water
Infrastructure) have been finalized
and include presentations relevant
to water professionals working on
drinking water, wastewater, reuse, and
stormwater issues.
The AWWA DC staff continues to
work with a number of key volunteers
and others to press Congress to ‘Free
WIFIA’ by repealing the prohibition
on co-funding WIFIA projects with
tax-exempt debt. They are also
pressing Congress to fund WIFIA
and the SRFs, and to protect the
tax exemption of local bonds. Staff
worked with stakeholders from
several critical infrastructure sectors
to ensure that water and wastewater
systems were covered by the same
liability protected granted to other
sectors in the House cybersecurity
information-sharing bills. The House
bills provide a mechanism to share
cybersecurity information between

the private sector and government.
AWWA co-signed a letter with the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce and other
utility and business organizations
urging the House to pass the bills.
Prospects for the legislation passing
the Senate and getting the President’s
signature appear favorable.
As a final note, I would ask that all
members join me in wishing Deputy
CEO Tom Curtis a happy retirement.
Tom has led a long and illustrious

career with AWWA and played a pivotal
role in protecting the interests of the
water industry. During his tenure Tom
has overseen all Washington, D.C.,
activities of AWWA including all federal
affairs, acted as a liaison with other
organizations, and represented AWWA
as required. Tom was also instrumental
in helping WIFA become a reality. Tom
will be attending ACE so I hope you get
a chance to say hello and wish him
the best.
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Chair-Elect Update
Ted Meckes

W

e survived another winter.
At least this winter did not
offer the challenges of the
winter of 2013, with the extreme cold
and abundance of main breaks. Now
my favorite season starts – summer.
No school for the kids, thus no
homework, and hopefully it is hot and
dry so we can all sell large quantities
of water. This brings me to the topic of
my article.
Let me first ask you this question:
how do those of us who produce and
distribute water generate enough
revenue to reinvest in our systems?
Well, it sure is not by having cool,
wet summers like last year. The
hot, dry years are where we make
the necessary revenues so we can
upgrade and maintain our systems.
As I have said in the past, water is a
high fixed-cost business. Thus, for us
to produce an additional unit of water
it is relatively inexpensive. Water has
historically been very inexpensive and
most water utilities are finally seeing
the need to raise rates to cover rising
costs. The rate structure is what we
need to revise. As some of us know,
convincing elected officials to pass a
rate increase is difficult, so how about
rate restructuring? For those of us
who do not serve college towns where
a large percentage of the population
leaves during the summer months,
the summer is our peak season.
Last summer that peak was off by
20%, thus dramatically reducing our
revenues. To insulate the utilities
from this, we should restructure
our rates. If we increased the meter
charge and decreased the charge for
water, this in turn would insulate the
customers during hot dry years and
insulate utilities from cool wet times.
If you noticed, this is what the electric
utilities have done.
How do we balance the desire to
sell water and promote conservation?

12
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We all agree that water should be used
wisely and not wasted, but with our
infrastructure nearing the end of its useful
life, how do we generate the revenue
needed if we don’t sell more water?

We all agree that water should be
used wisely and not wasted, but with
our infrastructure nearing the end
of its useful life, how do we generate
the revenue needed if we don’t sell
more water? Becoming more efficient
is part of the answer; reducing
energy use, reducing water loss, and
having fewer employees do more are
a few ways to increase efficiency.
City Water, Light & Power
recently hosted a Water Loss Audit
training program, which was an
excellent session. Our engineers
came prepared and learned how to
use the software in an attempt to
identify and track water losses as
well as identify areas for improved
efficiency and where money
could be saved. Over the past few
years we have increased our leak
detection efforts by performing
annual leak detection surveys.
We plan on completing our entire
750-mile system over five years. We
are aggressively replacing old water
meters; in 2012 we replaced 215
(100%) of our meters 3” and over.
Not only did we see nonrevenue
water go down but revenues go up.
Since 2012 we have replaced 20%
of our 53,000 meters and continue
to replace in an attempt to have all
replaced within ten (10) years.

We continue to look for ways to
become more efficient not only related
to water loss but also by reducing
electrical use with the construction
of new low- and high-service pump
stations using variable frequency drives
on all motors/pumps. Only time will tell
if we are successful.
In closing, I can only say that the
water industry is finally progressing to
the point where people are learning to
value our product, potable water. For
many years it was taken for granted
and since it was so inexpensive
conservation was very difficult to
promote both to the customer and
the utility trying to survive. Finally the
cost of water is becoming a topic of
conversation in many communities.
We often hear how our utility rates
are skyrocketing. This is partly our
fault since we neglected to raise rates
for many years and then need to
implement a large rate increase. What
we can learn from this is smaller more
frequent rate increases are much more
palatable to the customer. So think
about restructuring your rates to help
insulate your utility. We all need to
become more efficient; our customers
are demanding that of us. Hopefully
one day people see water as important
as their cell phone and will be willing to
pay a similar amount.

POTABLE WATER MIXING

POTABLE WATER THM REMOVAL

Reduce stratification, improve residual, prevent ice buildup

Achieve compliance

Concord, Massachusetts

York, New York

WASTEWATER

LAKES AND RAW WATER

Reduce energy cost, improve nutrient removal, achieve compliance

Reduce WTP operating costs, control algae, increase hypolimnetic oxygenation

St. Helens, Oregon

Pagosa Springs, Colorado

Water professionals agree.
Medora Corporation helps solve water quality problems and save money.
From California to New York, water operators and engineers trust Medora Corporation
to help reduce operating costs and achieve better compliance in their potable water
systems, wastewater lagoons and lakes. They depend on our electric, solar and
air-powered systems for fast, reliable results. And that’s just the beginning.
Year after year, our customer support and long-term product performance
ensure complete satisfaction.

To read the case studies and learn more, visit
medoraco.com/betterwater

Medora Corporation • Dickinson, ND • 866-437-8076 • www.medoraco.com

Brands of Medora Corporation

Vice-Chair Report
Chris Ulm

F

irst and foremost, thank you
all for electing me as your
Vice-Chair. I am honored to
serve you, the members, in this role
and I look forward to meeting you, and
helping you however I can.
As I set my plate for the next
year in this role, I will focus on two
main things: being the Technical
Committee chair for WATERCON2016
and being a committee member of
the Association’s Strategic Goals and
Objectives Committee. I will take this
opportunity to present the details of
these efforts to you.

Technical Committee
WATERCON2015 was another great
success with an incredible exhibit floor,
great competitions, and presentations
by industry leaders and innovators.
I cannot think of another organization
that puts on a show that is this big and
beneficial. As usual, it was a whirlwind
for me. It is one of those events that
flies by as I try to catch up with as
many of my friends and colleagues as

WATERCON2015 was another great
success with an incredible exhibit floor,
great competitions, and presentations by
industry leaders and innovators.

I can before it’s over, all while attending
some great presentations, committee
meetings, and competitions.
Right about the time I caught up
on all of the lost sleep associated with
WATERCON2015, Laurie was emailing
me about starting the Technical
Committee meetings for 2016. While
this was a bit shocking, it makes sense
that over a hundred presentations
covering water, wastewater, and
stormwater topics over a four-day
period does not come together
overnight. Furthermore, it takes
a team of people to pull off. Once

the presentations are submitted
for consideration, the Technical
Committee meets once (albeit a long
meeting, but it is a very productive
meeting) to select and organize
the presentations into the proper
session category. The committee
then breaks down into smaller
groups to handle different session
categories and draft a schedule for
the selected presentations. After
all of that takes place at the main
meeting, it is followed by a few
months of emailing and brief phone
meetings to tweak things and further

Your community and
water system are unique

So we make sure our smart metering solutions are unique too.

So we make sure our smart metering solutions are unique too.
Learn more at kamstrup.com
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We will be updating all volunteer and staff job descriptions and
creating strategic goals for Board members, committees, and staff.

CHEMICAL FEED

EXPERTISE

Put our Chemical Feed experts to work forr
you. We offer competitive pricing and fastt
shipping anywhere in the world.
Pollardwater is your source for Chemical Feed!

!

Call Nick at x171 for Tech Support and
Free Shipping on Chemical Feed Pumps
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Something I have learned in the past
year or two is that our Section staff
will not be around forever – they get
to retire. Surprisingly enough, they are
real people just like you and me. Who
knew? Consequently, we may lose
several of our talented section staff
members over a short period of time.
Don’t panic – it is a few years away
and we will be prepared.
In preparation for this pending
change, my very wise predecessors
have already started a process to
enable us to continue to provide the
outstanding services that the section
provides. As incoming Vice-Chair,
I joined the process well underway.
The now Past Chair, Chair, and
Chair-Elect have been working closely
with Laurie to establish strategic
goals for the Executive Director role,
as well as an updated job description.
These will help the current and
new directors understand what
we want from them, and help us
guide and evaluate them. Also, we
will be updating all volunteer and
staff job descriptions and creating
strategic goals for Board members,
committees, and staff. This will

all when I jumped into the Education
Committee a few years ago. Most
days I feel like I know even less
now! But I know that I have met and
befriended some great and talented
people over the years through
involvement in the Section. All I had
to do was say “yes” one time, then
follow through. I encourage you to
do the same. Find the committee
that interests you, say “yes,” and
follow through. You will thank me
when you know exactly who to call
to help you through those seemingly
insurmountable issues you deal
with at work most days. And, more
importantly, who to call to join you
for a round of golf or a beer when
you need to have some fun.

OG

ON

Section staffing
and strategic goals

obviously be a learning and living
document for at least the next few
years leading up to our search for
the people to jump in and let our
seasoned staff move on to the next
phase of their professional careers,
which hopefully is as fulfilling for
them as their dedication and hard
work has been fulfilling of the
Section’s success.
That’s my full plate in four or
five paragraphs.
I will leave you with another
push to GET INVOLVED. As you read
through this edition of Splash, you
will see dozens of requests for your
help and discussions of interesting
and challenging committees to join.
I didn’t know much about anything at

SO

organize it until the schedule is set
and the catalog is prepared.
This process needs your help.
If you are looking for a way to get
involved, but don’t know where, this
is a great place to jump in. You will get
to be a part of putting the conference
together, you will meet lots of people,
and you really only need to be able to
read. So, if you have made it this far
in the article you are qualified to help
out with the Technical Committee.
Your help will be welcomed and
appreciated. You will probably even
get a free lunch if you attend the big
in-person meeting later this year.
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Executive Director Report
Laurie Dougherty

UNDERSTANDING DIVERSITY

D

iversity – When I looked up
‘diversity’ in Wikipedia, I thought
that it would be easy to define
the actual word in a sentence or two.
Even Wikipedia details the description
of diversity based on what you are
measuring to be diverse.
For example, Wikipedia states: Antenna
diversity – a method of wireless communications that use two or more antennas.
Ecosystem diversity – a diversity of place
at the level of ecosystems. (Even Wikipedia
uses the term within the description of the
term – what’s up with that?)
Diversity is hard to define. When you
ask someone what diversity means to
them, they will usually say people from
different cultures and ethnicities. To
me, diversity means bringing people
together who think differently from
each other. The reasons they all think
differently from each other is due to
their backgrounds, experiences, and
points of view.

ISAWWA is working to embed into our
committees and boards the practices that
make it easy for people who think differently
from each other to think together.
The Illinois Section AWWA is working
to embed into our committees and
boards the practices that make it easy
for people who think differently from
each other to think together. We want
to have our committees and members
engage in authentic, honest communications that embrace everyone’s opinion,
whether they are from a small utility,
large utility, manufacturers, regulators,
old, young, retired, or newly hired. Each
person’s opinion is valued equally.
We want to embed practices in our

Baxter & Woodman is an industry leader
in all areas of water supply, treatment, storage,
distribution, planning and conservation.

Serving clients throughout the Midwest
815.459.1260 • baxterwoodman.com
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structure that make all opinions feel
welcome and heard. We are hoping that
our members learn practices that they
will carry forth into their own organizations. It was once said, “If You Want To
Go Fast, Go Alone. If You Want To Go Far,
Go Together.” We want to go far and for
a very long time and invite you to bring
your voice, your experiences, and your
opinions to this Association through
committees, officers, articles, exhibiting,
and volunteering in many of the areas
that we work.

AIRVAC VACUUM SEWER SYSTEMS
WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
––––––
AIRVAC vacuum sewer systems use smaller diameter pipes and shallower trenches which
reduces excavation and surface restoration resulting in significant cost savings compared to
conventional gravity sewers. The AIRVAC system requires only simple maintenance, is operator
friendly and is completely sealed which eliminates any possibility of infiltration and inflow.

––––––
BILFINGER WATER TECHNOLOGIES
airvac.water@bilfinger.com
www.water.bilfinger.com

District 2C Trustee Report
Mike Ramsey

I

t has been a very busy spring
2015 for the Section. In March,
WATERCON2015 was again an
outstanding and well-attended event.
One of the most exciting parts of
WATERCON every year is the four
competitions ( Top Ops, Meter Madness,
Hydrant Hysteria, and Tapping) that
are held. Top Ops was a very highly
contested event this year with five
teams competing. Elgin was the winner
by two points over Team H2O. Meter
Madness was again a very exciting
competition with Kevin Zook repeating
as champion. Hydrant Hysteria had
a record eight teams competing this
year. The Village of Algonquin made it
back-to-back championships, edging out
Wauconda. The final competition, Water

Main Tapping, had teams from Illinois
and Wisconsin and Michigan competing.
Arlington Heights made it a three-peat
by out-tapping Moline to win the title.
Congratulations to all the winners and
good luck at ACE in Anaheim.
In April, Illinois Section hosted the
Regional Meeting of Section Officers in
Rosemont. Ten states and provinces were
in attendance. The current AWWA President John Donahue gave a wonderful
presentation on his trip to India and how
AWWA is helping them get established as
an AWWA organization. Other topics that
were discussed were AWWA 2020: A Path
to One AWWA and AWWA’s new Branding
Strategic theme. After the meeting, all
parties enjoyed a fun-filled night for
dinner and beer at the Hofbrauhaus.

In May, The NO WATER NO BEER
Committee held their second event at
the Topgolf facility in Wood Dale. We had
a total of 61 attendees with a wide range
of skill levels. We had very experienced
golfers golfing next to people who had
never golfed before. This is why this event
was so successful and fun for all who
attended. The next NWNB event will be
held at Brookfield Zoo in September.





VIKING oﬀers the following lines of chemicals
to the water and wastewater industry:


Aqua*King Phosphates



Chlorinaon



Coagulants



De-chlorinaon



Flocculants



Fluoridaon



HMO



Reverse Osmosis



Training & Consulng


1.815.397.0500 - www.vikingchemical.com - 1827 18th Ave - Rockford, IL 61104
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District 4 Trustee Report
Lori Stenzel

T

ime seems to fly by because
we are all so busy with our
jobs and families! Retirements
are increasing just like we expected
but yet replacements are slow… so in
the meantime people just do more!
Remember the saying “Don’t Sweat
the Small Stuff,” well this is really big
stuff. We need to keep reaching out to
our youth to get into the total water
industry! I encourage and challenge
all water departments to reach out to
their high schools for summer help and/
or a tour. Talk about the benefits for
working in our industry. If students are
interested, steer them towards ERTC or
to the junior colleges. There are good
people teaching the water classes at
junior colleges. It is a start towards
bridging the gap that is starting!
It is truly amazing how every year
is a record-breaking attendance for
WATERCON! It is a success due to
Laurie, Sandi, and Angela (our staff )
and all the volunteers. Without our
staff, things would not run smoothly.
All the hotels surrounding the Crowne
are sold out, we have a waiting list for
exhibitors, and some rooms are packed
tight for talks! The variety and amount
of training is mind-blowing and trying
to decide which program to attend is
a good problem to have. A big THANK
YOU to everyone, because without YOU
we would not be so successful!
It is that time of year when college
students are coming home. We went
to West Texas A & M to pick up our
daughter and bring home our trailer
(camper) she used as her residence.
On the drive from Amarillo to Argyle
we ran into hail and lots of rain. My
husband was driving the truck and
pulling the trailer and I was following
in our car with our daughter. Just as
he started up an overpass the winds
picked up to about 70 mph and the
truck started sliding, the trailer started
fishtailing, and he did a 360. The trailer

went on its side, slid a little, and
bounced back upright. The truck hit
the corner of the guardrail and my
husband was heading straight for
us. We had stopped and witnessed
the whole thing, which seemed to be
going in slow motion. The good Lord
was on our side because no one was
hurt and the trailer never left the
hitch, with the only damage being
the axles bent on the trailer and the
awning sprung. However, we were able
to pull everything off the road. The
truck only had damage on the driver’s
front corner. When I asked the sheriff
where we were he replied Quanah,
Texas. Everyone was so helpful. I was
told that the town was named after
a Comanche Chief, Quanah Parker,
who blessed their town to miss all
natural disasters. We were told they
have never have had a tornado or any
damaging weather to their town. The
tornados actually come up to the city
limits and jump over! We were not the
only accident that day. The strange
thing was that in all the accidents no
one was hurt. There must have been
some truth to the town’s legend of
Quanah Parker watching over their
city limits! We stopped at a TA (Travel
Centers of America) on our way home
from Argyle and noticed some stone

plaques. The first one I saw said,
“Learn from Yesterday, Live for Today,
and Hope for Tomorrow.” Needless to
say, I bought it and now read it every
morning to put my day in perspective!
Life is too short and we all need to
count our blessings and learn from
our experiences.
Southern Illinois Operator
Meetings: Southern Illinois Water
Operators Association held their
81st Annual Spring Conference in
Murphysboro on May 20, 2015. Training
was held at the American Legion and
then we went to Kinkaid Area Water
System for a plant tour. They use
chlorine dioxide as well as chloramines,
which was very interesting since they
supply both in town and rural without
having DBP issues.
Southwestern Central Water
Plant Operators Association held
their annual June Meeting/Picnic at the
Troy American Legion, with a picnic at
Flo-Systems on, June 18, 2015.
If you need training before your
license expires July 1, be sure to
visit our website at www.isawwa.org.
Also, check out the Latest News and
Calendar sections online to keep up
to date on available training classes,
seminars, webinars, and what is
happening in the water world.
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Zero Scale Solutions for Water and Wastewater Treatment
• Lime slurry systems with no pipe scaling or settling
over years of service

WHY HIGH DENSITY LIME SLURRY?

Stable Suspension
of more than
30% by Weight
SCALELESS PIPE

• 90% less maintenance than traditional lime slurry
systems – dust tight, water tight, causing less equipment
wear
• Save with at least 10% less lime, water, and power use
• Produces a true high-density lime slurry with a stable
suspension of more than 30%
• Backed by an unparalleled full performance
warranty and a process guarantee

Quality Lime Slaking Systems
• Create lime slurry eﬃciently, aﬀordably, and reliably
• Paste and detention type lime slakers are available
• Automated controls, low maintenance designs

Silo Storage Systems
• State-of-the-art lime silo systems
• Provides a one source supply of highly
reliable storage and slurry preparation
systems
• Oﬀers the dependability and slurry
quality that our customers expect

SILO STORAGE

10 Arthur Drive
Lynn Haven, FL 32444 USA
+1 850.265.3611
www.merrick-inc.com

Diversity and Member
Inclusion Committee
Kyla Jacobsen

I

SAWWA has had diversity and
member engagement on the
radar. There was a group of
interested individuals that met
several times to discuss the topic
and what the Section could do to
foster those ideas. That group has
now formed into a fully functioning
committee this past March. I have
graciously accepted the challenge
to chair this committee. I was on
the AWWA Diversity and Member
Inclusion Committee (DMIC)
previously and will be returning to
the national committee for another
three-year appointment beginning
in June.

I looked up the definition of
diversity and it stated, “The quality or
state of having many different forms,
types, ideas, etc.” Actually, when you
have more than one person in an
organization you have diversity. I think
what we as an organization look to do
is to create a sense of welcoming this
diversity and provide an environment
of inclusion and open-mindedness.
The ISAWWA is made up of an
incredibly diverse group of people
and we need to embrace that and
use it to the section’s advantage! The
more diversity we have, the more
interesting people with ideas we have
for our organization!

Our committee has only had one
meeting to date, but we have ideas as to
how to proceed. The committee will start
by looking at our committee structures.
We want to be sure that we are including
the greatest number of people that
want to be involved and we want to
create diversity in all sectors of the
organization. The Diversity and Member
Inclusion Committee has tweaked our
vision statement and will be working
on developing a mission statement
and subsequent strategies. We will be
meeting on the second Thursday of
every month at 2 p.m. via conference call
if anyone is interested in our initiative
and wants to get involved.

District 3 Trustee Report
Kim Lucas

A

nother successful WATERCON!
A lot of work goes into planning
the annual conference and the
benefits of attending are numerous.
I attended my first conference 16 years
ago. In that time I have established a
growing personal network of colleagues,
vendors, and friends.
This year I had the opportunity
to moderate a session for the first
time in my attendance. It was a great
experience and one that I hope to do
again. Attending a session or track
at WATERCON allows one to gain
knowledge and earn those important
CEUs. It also provides an environment in
which you can ask questions of experts
or peers to help understand any growing
issues or concerns in your field.
ISAWWA does a good job of
providing information on the seminars,

This year I had the opportunity to
moderate a session for the first time in my
attendance. It was a great experience and
one that I hope to do again.
conferences, or webinars that members
have registered to attend. When you get
the synopsis of the presentation take
a few minutes to think about the topic
and what questions you would like to
have answered. During the presentation
allow yourself to be open to hearing
something new and ask questions if you
don’t understand. It can also be good
to contribute to the topic if you have

any suitable information. After the
presentation take the knowledge and
apply it to your thoughts or tasks for your
growth in the industry.
I encourage everyone to visit the
website at www.isawwa.org to keep up to
date of ISAWWA’s continuing education
opportunities. I look forward to seeing all
of you at some of these great events! Have
a great summer and sell lots of water!
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Education Committee
Jeff Freeman

G

reetings from the Education
Committee! Summer is
upon us and the Education
Committee keeps sweating the
details to help coordinate educational
programming for the section. We
have added two new Education
Committee members this year. Dawn
Thompson, who works for the Chicago
Metropolitan Agency for Planning, and
John Gage, who works for Greeley and
Hanson, have joined and are already
engaged in committee activities.
Thank you, Dawn and John, for
volunteering for the committee. A big
thank you also goes out to the rest of
the Education Committee members,
Angela, Laurie, and Sandi, for all of
your efforts as well!

It was nice to see great attendance
at WATERCON again this year. The
Education Committee worked on
a number of activities with the
hope of adding to the WATERCON
experience. The Operator Day track,
organized by Chris Ulm, had excellent
attendance throughout the day. It
would appear the ‘Troubleshooting Is
Not So Elementary’ theme touched
on subjects that were of interest to
many. Committee member Wayne Pratt
was instrumental in working with the
Underground Contractors Association
to bring a track to WATERCON this
year. Terry McGhee led the Education
Committee panel to select this
year’s EDUCATE awards, which were
distributed at WATERCON. The Stretch

Your Education track, organized by
Bill Balluff, had very good sessions
of presentations lined up and an
increased number of attendees this
year. Lastly, the Education Committee
shared booth space with several other
committees and had fun working the
controls of the Water Jeopardy game.
Elisa Bonkowski coordinated the effort
with the booth, and Terry McGhee is
the Water Jeopardy architect. Now that
I think about it, Terry does look a little
like Alex Trebek!
David Said, Dave Weigers, and Angela
are working hard on coordinating this
year’s meter symposium. It will be held
on August 6 in Bollingbrook. We have
intentionally chosen the location of
this mini-conference to be in the south

Clean water is
everybody’s business.
For over 100 years, HR Green has tackled water
challenges with a careful business approach and
at every step of the journey: design, construction,
ownership and operation.
WATER TREATMENT PLANT UPGRADES
McHenry, Illinois

Aurora | Evanston | McHenry | New Lenox | Yorkville | Toll Free 800.728.7805 | Learn more at HRGreen.com

TRANSPORTATION | WATER | GOVERNMENTAL SERVICES | SENIOR LIVING | ENERGY | LAND DEVELOPMENT
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suburbs, since all of the other three
mini-conferences are in the western
or northern suburbs. The two Daves
and Angela are working on soliciting
abstracts, and I am sure will pull together
a nice program for the attendees. Be on
the lookout for more information in your
inbox in the near future.
There are only a couple more
water loss audit training sessions
programmed. Section staff is working
with the IEPA to determine if the grant
money can be utilized for the next level
of training. John Van Arsdel, Danielle
Gallet, and Wayne Pratt did a great job
setting up the first round of training
and all have agreed to help coordinate
a second round. Thank you to all of the
volunteer trainers who led the training
sessions to date. You have trained a
tremendous amount of water industry
professionals on the use of AWWA’s
water auditing software.
Committee member Robert
Madura did a fantastic job developing
and teaching a pumps and pumping
four-day workshop. He also has
outlined several maintenance-related
topics that the committee will use to
develop maintenance-related training.
Robert is looking for some additional
maintenance-focused individuals who
can help with this effort. I personally
think this is an area where many folks
can benefit from listening to Robert
and other maintenance minded
individuals – even engineers! The
long-term plan is to develop several
maintenance-related modules that
someday could be tied together into a
maintenance certification program. If
you are willing to help Robert with this
effort, please reach out to him directly
or work through the Section office to
get in touch with him.
The committee continues to work
with Angela (seminars) and Marrianne
(webinars) to help program seminars
and webinars. Angela has already lined
up as many seminars for this year that
were programmed last year, and is still
plugging more in. Marrianne is making
good progress toward our goal of
two webinars per month. In an effort
to help support the association’s
and section’s Total Water goals, the
committee will be making more of a

concerted effort to program more
wastewater training sessions this year.
Committee member John Gage has
agreed to spearhead this effort. In the
very near future, the training booklet
will be reissued for the second half of
the year. Please note the website is
kept up to date, and training sessions
will continue to be added throughout
the second half of the year.
Please remember we are always
looking for training session ideas.

If you are interested in presenting
a topic, or there is a topic that you
would really like to learn about,
please contact Angela Podesta and
let her know your thoughts. Angela’s
email address is angela@isawwa.org.
If you ever have any comments
or questions about the Education
Committee and/or education
program, please feel free to contact
me at jfreeman@eeiweb.com or
630-466-6700.

By National Wash Authority

• On The Cutting Edge of
Tower & Tank Cleaning
• 100% Frictionless
Cleaning Procedures
• Proven 3-Step Soft Wash
Cleaning Process
• Mildew Inhibitor
Application
• Over 22 Years of
Expert Service
• Save the Paint,
Clean for Less

Contact us toll free:

800-804-7517

Administration
of Midwest
M o b i l e Wa s h e r s

water tower cleaners
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MAC Committee
Terry Locke

W

ell, another WATERCON event has come and
gone and once again it was a huge success. The
exhibit hall was busy constantly with all kinds of
events including the TopOps, Logo Hunt, and the popular
Hydrant Hysteria.
We have seriously reviewed all the comments we received
from the Exhibitor Survey and as a result we are making
some major changes for WATERCON2016. We have decided
to expand the Logo Hunt, adding more logos next year with
some rule changes but we will cover that in the future.
More importantly, we are making some major changes to
the exhibit hall itself. We have had many comments about the
configuration of the booths and how it does not lend itself to
good traffic flow. We listened and we have acted on this.
Next year the majority of the booth spaces will face north
or south. This means that all the aisles will flow east and
west. There will not be any dead ends to block the traffic
flow. As of this writing, the booths have not yet gone on sale
but once they do, you will be able to go on the WATERCON

Hate your current curb boxes?
Take a look at the new LMK
All Cast Iron Lid—Lids feature a cast in AWWA pentagon bolt head that secures tightly in place with a
quarter turn...no more damaged/lost brass bolts.
Extended 12" Long Cast Iron Collar - Impervious to
lawn maintenance equipment damage. Bottom flange
and side fins help anchor against frost heave.
High strength ABS Plastic Shaft - Utilizes a slip type
dimple friction fit that provides two or more feet of
adjustment. No more shaft corrosion.
Extra large key area - Clear opening of 2-3/4” Larger
than a Series 95/100 style cast iron box.
Light Weight - Extra Strong ABS shaft and base greatly
reduces weight. Under 15 pounds total.
Price Competitive - Call your local distributor.
Injection Molded Arch Base - Provides superior valve
protection. No more broken curb box arches.
Threaded base option—1-1/2” or 2” pvc threads
screw easily on Minneapolis pattern curb stops.

Call Fischer Harris at 800-224-7579 for
more information or for a free sample to
try in your system.
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One thing we have
discovered is that it does not
seem to matter what time we
designate as the closing time,
someone always seems to
feel the need to be the first to
break down their exhibit.
website and look over the new configuration. In less than
a month we will be unveiling the all-new WATERCON-only
website, which will provide better communication to
exhibitors and attendees.
Another major issue we have reviewed is the exhibit
hall hours. One thing we have discovered is that it does
not seem to matter what time we designate as the closing
time, someone always seems to feel the need to be the first
to break down their exhibit. In 2015 it seemed like half the
exhibitors decided they were going to tear down at 11:30
despite the fact that the schedule specifically stated that
the exhibit hall was open until 12:00.
So, to solve this problem, we have decided that the
exhibit hall will close at 11:30, immediately following the
drawing for the grand prize winner. I will remind everyone
right now, and we will continually remind you, that early tear
downs are not permitted. Any booth that tears down prior
to the close of the event at 11:30 will be subject to loss of
all priority points.
Our biggest priority for the exhibit hall is to make it a
safe and enjoyable event for all involved and that includes
the attendees as well as the exhibitors.
It is still almost 10 months away but WATERCON2016
will be here before we know it. Make sure you check
your email for that important invitation to reserve your
booth space. As in past years, booth spaces are assigned
based on priority points but you don’t have to wait
until your point total is on the clock to complete your
space application.
As always, we invite feedback and any ideas you might
have to improve on the WATERCON experience. You can
email me at tjlocke@flolo.com.

Legislative Report
Terry Steczo & Maureen Mulhall

EVERYTHING OLD IS NEW AGAIN

T

he 99th General Assembly began in January with a
lot of new faces in the legislature, but with even more
familiar, tenured faces. Leadership in each chamber
remained virtually unchanged, as did the committees. The
Democrats still control both chambers with the Republicans a
very distinct minority.
Late last autumn, during the veto session of the 98th
General Assembly, ISAWWA was involved in an effort to stop
legislation that would have set in law how water utilities
could establish tap on fees. SB 3507 eventually died during
veto session but the issue did not die in the minds of the bill
sponsors, Rep. Dwight Kay and Sen. Kyle McCarter.
This spring, Rep. Kay introduced HB 3309, which regulated
tap on fees for township water utilities. Sen. McCarter
introduced SB 1815, which proposed to regulate tap on fees
for both township and municipal water utilities. While HB 3309
did pass out of committee, the sponsor did not call the bill for a
final vote with the entire House of Representatives and tabled
the bill so that there would be no further action on it.
Sen. McCarter was much more persistent. He was prepared
to call SB 1815 week after week, and week after week ISAWWA
and others opposed the bill. Time eventually ran out to have SB
1815 called and it eventually died in the Senate. But that did not
discourage Sen. McCarter. He found a house bill, HB 264, which
had passed the House and was poised to be considered in the
Senate. Sen. McCarter prepared an amendment to HB 264 that
would have regulated tap on fees for township owned water
utilities. Again, Sen. McCarter arrived in committee with hopes
of passing his bill, and again ISAWWA continued to oppose the
proposal. Sen. McCarter was finally convinced by his colleagues
in the Senate to discontinue his efforts on this subject. Will this
be the end of any effort for the General Assembly to regulate
tap on fees? There are no guarantees but we can only hope that
after repeated failed attempts this issue is dead for good.
A new issue that ISAWWA was directly involved with was
HB 3323, a bill directing EPA to develop rules governing the

Time eventually ran out to
have SB 1815 called and it
eventually died in the Senate.

application of corrosion prevention products. This bill was an
initiative of the Painters Union. As originally introduced, this bill
would have required community water supplies to use certified
corrosion personnel for any painting of any part of anywhere within
the utility. ISAWWA was able to have the bill amended to exclude
buried pipelines as well as routine maintenance activities such as
painting fire hydrants, over-coat painting of interior and exterior
building surfaces, and touch-up and over-coat painting of pumps,
pipes, tanks, and other water treatment plant appurtenances and
utility owned structures. The bill was further amended to limit it to
only projects 100% funded by the state of Illinois.
Without the diligent and thoughtful work of the Water Utility
Council, bad bills for water utilities would have slipped by to the
detriment of the utilities and public.
Please remember that the full content of these bills can be
read at www.ilga.gov.

For such a simple substance, it
poses many complex challenges.
Together we can do a world of good.

Chicago, Hoffman Estates

www.arcadis-us.com

Imagine the result
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Customer satisfaction is our #1 goal and Dorner’s 100%
application and performance guarantee insures it!

Water Distribution Committee
Owen Keenan

T

his year, our committee sponsored
the 3rd annual Water Distribution
Committee Tank Photo Contest
Calendar. The top vote getters had their
tank photos published in our calendar,
which was mailed to all ISAWWA members.
The first-place winner was the Village
of Mount Prospect. The other winners
were the City of Pekin, the Village of Lena,
Elk Grove Village, the City of Northlake,
the Town of Normal, the City of Mc Henry,
the Village of Hanover, the Village of
Hundley, the Village of Antioch, the City of
Countryside, the City of Decatur, and the
Village of Oswego.
TANKS to all the water utilities that
entered this contest! (The previous
sentence was not a misprint. Don’t blame
Nadine Miller. It’s just an attempt at
creative writing from an old water guy.)
The financial success of the calendar
was greatly aided by the following gold
and silver sponsors:
• Tnemec, Multiple Gold Sponsor
• Kamp/Synergy-Energenecs, Multiple
Gold Sponsor
• Advanced Valve Technologies, Inc., Gold
• Associated Technical Services, Ltd., Gold
• CP Solutions, Inc., Gold
• Dixon Engineering, Inc., Gold
• ME Simpson Company, Gold
• Rempe – Sharpe and Associates,
Inc., Gold
• Tank Industry Consultants, Gold
• Benton and Associates, Inc., Silver
• DN Tanks, Silver
• Kupferle Foundry Company, Silver
• Midwest Water Group, Silver
Thank you to all of our calendar sponsors
from our committee.
Our 8th Annual Water Distribution
Conference was held at Medinah
Banquets in Addison, IL on Tuesday,
April 28. This year’s conference had a
total of 224 attendees who earned
valuable PDH/RTC hours thanks to the
great presentations given by:
• Todd Schaefer, ME Simpson Company
• Jon Meyer, CDM Smith

Water tank calendar contest winner

• Lisa Douglas, Pure Technologies
• Mary Reed, IEPA
• Segundo Nallatan, IEPA
• Aaron Gilson, AY Mc Donald
• Bill O’Malley, West Shore Pipe Line
• Jeff Schramuk, CP Solutions
• Scott Bernholdt, Elk Grove Village
• Mike Ramsey, Village of Westmont
Our committee appreciates the time
donated and efforts made by all the
presenters to the conference’s program.
Below are the exhibitors that
contributed to the financial success of
our conference:
• AY Mc Donald
• ADS Environmental
• American Cast Iron Pipe Company
• American Flow Control
• Associated Technical Services, Ltd.
• Aqua Backflow
• BSI Online
• Cathodic Protection Management, Inc.
• Clow Valve
• Dixon Engineering
• EJ – East Jordan Iron Works
• Fischer Harris and Associates
• Grundfos
• Hydro Flow Products
• Jim Jolly Sales, Inc.
• Kamstrup Water Metering
• ME Simpson Company
• Midwest Meter
• Midwest Water Group
• PDC Laboratories
• Ricmar Industries
• RJN Group, Inc.
• RMS Utility Services

• Sensus
• Subsurface Solutions
• Suburban Laboratories, Inc.
• Swanson Flo
• Underground Pipe and Valve
• Water Products Company
• Ziebell Water Products
Thanks to all of our conference
exhibitors, and we hope that they will
consider coming back next year.
Special thanks to all committee
members who came out on April 28 and
helped make our annual conference
successful once again. They are:
• Scott Bernholdt, Vice Chair
• Dennis Bowe
• Hsing Chu
• Rob Davis
• John Hubsky
• Mike Ramsey
• Jeff Schramuk
• Joe Voss
I have said it before, and I will say it again.
I am very fortunate to have a group of
dedicated water people on my committee
who enjoy giving back to the water works
community. They make being the Chair
of this committee a lot of fun. I hope that
each committee member feels the same
way that I do.
Last but not least, special thanks to
Angela Podesta for all her help with the
conference, the calendar, and our committee. What would we do without our Angela?
Best wishes to all Illinois Section
members and their families for a safe and
enjoyable summer.
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With the Lowest Cost of Ownership

Aquastore® Tank Systems

JUST MAKE SENSE!

Here’s Why:
The Best Coating

The Right Storage Tank

Glass-Fused-to-Steel tanks have been proven in rural,
urban and industrial markets for over 60 years. There is
simply not a better tank coating on the market. But that’s
not the only reason why more than 100,000 Aquastore®
tanks have been installed worldwide.

Flexible Applications
Aquastore is the leader in quality, service and lifetime
value in all water storage markets. We design and build
Aquastore tanks that satisfy all water storage and
treatment needs including ground tanks, composite
elevated tanks and standpipes.

At Cady Aquastore, we strive to deliver turn-key service
and support from start to finish. We don’t just sell you a
tank. We help specify, design and construct the right
tank for your situation.

Never Needs Repainting

And best of all, an Aquastore never needs repainting. For
the minimal maintenance required, Cady Aquastore
provides support when needed. With Aquastore, our
customers get the complete package and we are proud
to deliver.
For more information, visit www.CadyAquastore.com.

Contact us when you’re thirsty for savings!
9 2 0 W. PR A I R IE DR I V E S U I T E G, S YC A MOR E , IL 6 017 8
PHON E : 815 - 8 9 9 - 5 6 7 8 | FA X : 815 - 8 9 9 - 5 6 81
Represented in Nor thern Illinois
Peterson and Matz Inc., Elgin, IL
8 47-8 4 4-4 405

Represented in Southern Illinois
Municipal Equipment Co., Inc., St. Louis, MO
314-6 45-2400

*based on the average bid results within the state over the past 18 months.

T-Con Committee

T

he T-Con Committee sponsored
another successful water
and wastewater technology
conference on June 4 at the College of
Lake County. The conference focused
on SCADA, cybersecurity, data backup
and disaster recovery, modernization
and process improvement, along with
other topics. It concluded with a lively
panel discussion about the future of
water and wastewater automation. The
T-Con Committee would like to thank
the 153 participants and 20 exhibitors
that made this day a success.
Congratulations to Gabe Arredondo,
Tim Halik, Kevin Hausherr, and Phil
Gaughran who won some great prizes
in the closing raffle.
Please remember to submit
your conference evaluations, print
your certificate of attendance, and
record your Renewal Training Credit
(RTC) hours for water operators or
Professional Development Hours
(PDHs) for engineers on your ISAWWA
training record. To do this, log on to
www.isawwa.org/tcon2015evaluate with
your unique ISAWWA username and
password. You can call ISAWWA at
866-521-3595 ext. 3 to retrieve login info.
The Technology Conference is
taking a year off since ACE16 will
be held in Chicago in June 2016.
Nevertheless, the Committee will

remain active planning for T-Con17.
If you would like to get involved or
have ideas or suggestions on how we
could improve, please contact us. The
Committee welcomes new members
and volunteering is a great way to make
an impact and expand your horizons.
Your suggestions or comments can be
directed to Angela at the ISAWWA office.
Again, thank you to those who
helped make the conference successful,
including the T-Con Committee and
ISAWAA staff.
This year’s exhibitors:
• Automatic Control Services
• B&W Control Systems Integration
• Energenecs
• First in Rescue Training

Civil  Environmental  Structural  Surveying/GIS
Transportation  Water Supply  Wastewater

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

George E. Booth Company
Illinois Section AWWA Membership
Committee
Industrial Network Systems
Integrated Telecommunication
Systems
LAI, Ltd.
Midwest Meter
Midwest Water Group
Multivista
PDC Laboratories
Pumping Solutions
Red Zone Robotics Inc.
Sound, Inc.
Spectrum Contracting Corporation
Tempered Networks
Wonderware North
Zobrio

Storage Tank Engineering
& Inspection Specialists
Design ● Evaluation ● Rehabilitation
● Construction Observation
● Specialized Structural Engineering

HMG Engineers, Inc.
Integrated Infrastructure Solutions Since 1966
Offices Throughout Southern Illinois
www.hmgengineers.com

Offices Nationwide
(412) 262-1586
www.TankIndustry.com
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Joining with WaterSense in Illinois
By Cary McElhinney

W

hile drought in the western part of the country has
captured much of the country’s attention these
days, we are breathing easy in Illinois. But, while we
might be drought free now, we know that we are always vulnerable to drought conditions. Three years ago, much of the state
experienced periods of extreme drought. Water utilities know
that they need to be able to manage demand when faced with
water shortages. But managing demand during periods when
drought is absent can also be important because it may help
to avoid the need to expand capacity and associated capital
expenditures that utilities would otherwise have to confront in
the face of population growth.
The Great Lakes compact and the requirements that must
be met to ensure the ongoing viability of that resource also
compels us all to be more efficient in how we manage our
water resources.
In the federal government, we like to say we are here to
help. Coming from a regulatory agency, I know that sometimes
utilities may hear that and not believe it. But in the case
of one of the programs on which I work, it really is the
truth. WaterSense is a voluntary public-private partnership
program that is working to change the way we think about
and use water. The program’s primary focus is on developing
specifications for more efficient water-using products as
a means to shift the marketplace towards efficiency. The
program also develops materials to help consumers and
businesses adopt behaviors and practices that will save water.
As a partnership program, WaterSense depends on more
than 1,600 partners from across the country to help carry the
word and promote the program. This includes manufacturers,
retailers, and builders. It also includes promotional partners
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such as state and local governments, water utilities, and nonprofit organizations. These latter partners are critical as many
often have a more direct line to consumers and businesses
because they provide them critical services 24/7.
In Illinois, we have 67 promotional partners who have joined
with WaterSense. The majority are water utilities that identify
as local governments. And, with the exception of Ashmore and
Springfield, all are located within the greater Chicagoland area.
The full list of partners is available on the WaterSense website.
The concentration of partners in the greater Chicago area
is due, in some part, to the efforts of a number of non-profit
organizations working to promote sustainability in the
region. This includes the Metro West Council of Government,
the Metropolitan Planning Council, Northwest Municipal
Conference, and Northwest Water Planning Alliance. Each has
encouraged its members to partner with WaterSense and
promoted the inclusion of WaterSense products and practices
into their own information packages.
But WaterSense has benefits to offer Illinois AWWA members
located in other parts of the state as well, particularly those
smaller utilities that might not have large budgets to support water
efficiency efforts. To help our partners, the WaterSense program
develops materials to help them educate and communicate with
their customers and constituents. The program has a number of
campaigns with which to engage consumers, including the popular
Fix a Leak Week campaign that happens annually in mid-March.
This year, the East Central Illinois Regional Water Supply Planning
Committee teamed up with the Mahomet Aquifer Consortium to
host a running toilet repair demonstration at a local Lowe’s store.
Other campaigns are focused on reducing outdoor water
use, which can be a big issue for many utilities in the state
during the hot summers when peak water use rises due to
landscape irrigation. But the focus is not just on consumers.
In 2014, we launched the H2Otel Challenge to engage the
hospitality sector on improving water efficiency. This year, the

Water Ef ficiency Today
program is carrying out a series of webinars to educate HUD
grantees and managers of public and affordable housing
on water efficiency steps they can take as well. Utilities can
use these programs as appropriate to engage with their
commercial accounts.
WaterSense has materials to help you work with media, plan
events, and educate consumers on the importance of water
efficient practices and the benefits of using WaterSense labeled
products, which are at least 20% more efficient than standard
models. Partners can access a website that hosts these materials,
periodic newsletters that provide information on WaterSense
activities and those of partners, and bi-monthly webinars which
also feature examples from how other utility partners are
promoting water efficiency in their area. This network of partners
from across the country helps you to get ideas you can use in
your own service area. And best of all, it is FREE!
Yes, sometimes the government says it’s here to help and
you shake your head. But, with WaterSense, we really are here
to help. We value the efforts of our partners in Illinois who are
helping to carry the water efficiency message to the public and
hope that others who have not looked at the program will take
the easy step of joining us as a partner. We are also interested

in hearing your feedback on how the program could help
you, so please feel free to reach out to me or our WaterSense
program at watersense@epa.gov.

Learn more about WaterSense at www.epa.gov/watersense. Interested in partnering? Find out more and sign up online
at www.epa.gov/watersense/partners/become_a_watersense_partner.html.

Master of Engineering in

Environmental
Engineering
New online degree!
Designed for practicing engineers
100% online—earn your degree while you work
Advance your technical expertise in environmental engineering
Learn the latest research and how to apply it immediately
Coursework built on the Environmental Engineering Body
of Knowledge adopted by the American Academy of
Environmental Engineers and Scientists
Top ranked by U.S. News & World Report
Contact program director Lee DeBaillie at
debaillie@wisc.edu or 608-262-2329.
Learn more about how you can be a part of the first class at

environment.engr.wisc.edu
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Why You Need To Attend The Free
Hands-On Training Sponsored By IEPA

AWWA M36 – Water Loss Audit Software Training
By John Dillon

W

ere you aware that the Illinois EPA and ISAWWA
have partnered and have been providing FREE OF
CHARGE Water Loss Audit training? Yes, that is
correct, FREE. You provide your time and ISAWWA/IEPA will
do the rest. The training is being provided at a variety of sites
throughout Illinois during 2015. Check the ISAWWA website
for a current list of classes.
So, why is the training being provided and what can
a utility expect to learn? Well first off, most utilities are
being challenged every day with being more efficient in the
production and distribution of water resources. It really
does not matter whether your source of water is wells, rivers
or lake water, such as Lake Michigan and others. We have
all experienced droughts, regulations, and/or community
growth that have affected our
operations in some form.
AWWA long ago developed
the M36 Manual for use in
performing water audits and
water loss control techniques.
The manual has been valuable
to many utilities needing, or
wanting, to become more efficient in their water operations.
The M36 Manual is available
for purchase through AWWA.
AWWA has added another tool
to the water efficiency toolbox. They now provide free software
that allows utilities to input water use and financial data into a
spreadsheet. The spreadsheet is designed to provide feedback
to the utility in a format that allows the user to see where all
the water is going, or being used, and provides useful tips on
how to try and capture any water, or potential water revenue,
that is ‘lost.’
I was fortunate when taking the class that our trainer,
Michele, was very efficient in the use of the software
model. Our class consisted of about 12 students, all of
who came prepared with their laptops (not mandatory, but
recommended) and most recent annual water pumping,
sales, and financial data. It seemed pretty apparent during
the discussions among the students that being able to find
all the data you will need for importing into the spreadsheet
will probably be the biggest challenge. To be effective you
need water pumping data or water purchased data; water
sales data; miles of water main; number of customers; retail
costs of water; production costs of water; and some other

miscellaneous data. The complete list of required data is
available on the ISAWWA website. Don’t be intimidated by the
data requested. It is good practice for you to find this data
and know where to go to get it at your utility.
Our trainer, Michele, spent the better part of the morning
session reviewing the software in detail and how to input the
data. We also had a good class discussion of how to interpret
the results of the data and techniques of how to improve the
operations related to water loss and water efficiency. After
a hearty lunch break, the class started to use the software
and input our utility data into the spreadsheet. By the end
of the day it seemed that everyone had caught on to the
software’s outcomes and limitations. This is by no means
an end to the work. The software outputs provide a starting
point for providing some
realistic suggestions so
each utility can dive deeper
into their operations to find
efficiencies in water loss
control.
In summary, most water
managers, operators, and
engineers realize the days
of taking abundant water
supplies for granted are
dwindling across the nation,
including Illinois and other
parts of the Midwest. Water utilities have an obligation to be
more efficient not only because of potential shortages in the
supply, but also because the consumers are demanding it. In
addition to wasting a precious natural resource, wasting water
through operating inefficiencies costs everyone more money
in both social and economic costs. Water rates are going to
continue going up and each utility needs to recognize the
importance of being efficient in our operations.
The ISAWWA Water Efficiency Committee encourages you
to consider participating in one of the future Water Loss Audit
classes. There is no obligation on your part and all of the
information garnered from the training remains private, for
your use, as a water utility. At the end of the day, we all have
to answer to our customers on how we are doing managing
their water supply. This software and training class is just
another resource we can use to help us do a better job being
efficient with the water that is available. Please consider taking
advantage of this free training opportunity while it is available.
Thank you!

“Don’t be intimidated by the
data requested. It is good
practice for you to find this
data and know where to go
to get it at your utility.”
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www.ﬂolo.com

MAKING WATER WORK
WITH ABB AC DRIVES
Beneﬁts of AC drives - energy savings
- Providing System Reliability and Pump Eﬃciency
- Suite of Industry Speciﬁc controls enables the
maintenance of a reliable Water Cycle System
- Minimized energy consumption
- Reduce the cost of supplying water
- Reduce eﬄuent-treatment costs
- Improve asset life

The Flolo Corporation is an Authorized ABB Distributor
Installation and commissioning by Flolo’s
FACTORY CERTIFIED Technicians
extends your factory warranty by one full year.
Contact Flolo at 630.595.1010 today




SES oﬀers a wide range of equipment for the water
and wastewater industry:


Pumps (metering, transfer, booster)



Gas feed equipment (Superior & W/T)



Analyzers and ﬂow meters



Tanks (Assmann), scales and mixers



Service



Visit our website for complete product lisng.
W
www.smithecological.com

YOUR NEW ILLINOIS SUPERIOR CHLORINATOR EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER

1.815.968.8079 - www.smithecological.com - 1817 17th Ave - Rockford, IL
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Water Wise Elementary School Activities
By Lin Goetz, City Water, Light & Power – Springfield, IL., Projects Manager, Water Conservation Programs

C

ity Water, Light & Power (CWLP) supplies drinking
water to approximately 150,000 customers who,
altogether, use an average of 22 million gallons of
water each day. CWLP draws water from Lake Springfield,
a surface water source for our drinking water. It contains
17.6 billion gallons when full and covers about 4,200 acres.
CWLP is committed to providing water conservation
services to all our customers to help them reduce
their water usage and, therefore, costs associated with
water. Water usage is also used to determine sanitation
and sewer costs, which typically total more than the
water portion of the customer’s bill. The majority of
our customers’ water use is in the residential market.
Educating both parents and children about ways to
conserve water is a priority for us.
One goal is to continually add to our offering of water
conservation programs and activities targeting young
school children. Our objectives are to help students:
1. Understand that water is a limited resource with
environmental and economic value;

2. Gain an understanding of where our local water supply
comes from and how it is used; and
3. Learn water-saving habits and understand that they can
make a difference in protecting our water resources.
Listed below are our current program offerings as well as
several new activities currently being tested and finalized for
our fall offering to Springfield elementary teachers:
CWLP ‘Save a Drop’ Poster Contest (1st – 3rd)
Students within the CWLP service area during the month
of February each year (for the past three years) are
invited to participate in the poster contest. The objective
is for the students to be able to create an artistic poster
depicting various water uses and ways to use water more
efficiently. Winning posters are posted on our website/
social media and used in the celebration of National
Drinking Water Week.
‘Waste NOT, Want NOT’ Conservation Activities
(3rd – 5th)
Students learn about the water supply, where the water
comes from, and ways to conserve. New this summer –
students are divided into groups and given room assignments to
determine what uses water in each room [i.e., bath, kitchen] and
how they can save. Then, the students will play the ‘Wheel of
Fortune’ water conservation game to test their conservation
knowledge. This program has been offered the past several
years to elementary teachers, summer camps, and special
children’s programs such as ‘Kids’Fest’ and IEPA’s Earth Day
celebration for 4th graders.
Water Cycle Bracelet Activity* (2nd – 3rd)
Students learn the many components and processes of the
water cycle by listening to a short presentation, reviewing
an animated EPA ‘Water Cycle’ video, practicing on a ‘water
cycle’ felt board and assembling a bracelet using colored
beads that represent each part of the water cycle. Students
also take pre- and post-tests to help determine the knowledge gained. This program was recently tested and revised
with the school-aged kids enrolled in the Boys & Girls Club’s
after-school program. After final revisions, it will begin being
offered this fall.
Water Filtration (4th – 5th)
Students learn the basics of water purification (aeration,
coagulation, sedimentation, filtration and disinfection)
based on an EPA interactive video. Students divide into
groups to perform ‘hands-on’ steps to purifying water.
This is a new program, which will be tested this summer
and, after final revisions, will begin being offered this fall.
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Water Conservation Jeopardy* (3rd – 6th)
Students engage in a game of Jeopardy while learning about
water conservation. With a total of 25 different questions
that students can choose from, this game is interactive and
fun with teams competing against one another. Again, this
program will be tested this summer for offering this fall.

crossword puzzles, mazes, etc. Giveaways have ranged
from water bottles to drawstring book bags and tattoos/
stickers with conservation messages.
* Other water providers, many of which that have been experiencing
major drought problems, were instrumental in allowing us to use
their current programs and materials. Specifically, Brittnie Van
Car, Public Affairs Representative for the Rowland Water
District (rowlandwater.com) was the program author and designer
for ‘Water Cycle Bracelet’ and ‘Water Conservation Jeopardy.’ The
Regional Water Consortium (conserveh2o.org) provided the pre-K –
4th grade booklets ‘Water and You’ and ‘What Do You Know About
H 2 O.’ SW Florida Water Management District allows us use of their
‘My Water Activities Book,’ which targets pre-K – 3rd.

Miscellaneous Resources (various grades)
Pre-K and kindergarten groups are given door hangers with
conservation messages that can be colored and stickers
applied as well as several conservation-themed workbooks,
‘Water And You’ and ‘What Do You Know About Water.’*
Numerous activity sheets are also available for all ages:
7x4.625 flow family_HEARTLAND:layout 1/14/15 7:39 AM

Page 1

SOLVE ANY SEWER FLOW
MONITORING CHALLENGE.
With the addition of two NEW ultrasonic level sensors, Hach‘s FL900
Series Flow Meter Family now offers an extensive selection of sensor
technologies to solve any sewer flow challenge.
Our flow meters with plug-and-play sensors
make it easy for you to select the ideal
solution for your application.
Contact the sales representative in your area:
Heartland Controls
19027 Jodi Road
Mokena, IL 60448
708-478-5210
www.heartland-controls.com

Hach FL900 Series Flow Meter Family

hachflow.com
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“The EZ Valve is the Best, Most
Easy-to-Use Insertion Valve on
the Market, Honest.”
~ Abraham Lincoln

EZ™ Valve Advantages:
• Milled slot-access - No pipe integrity loss such as all other systems
• The most user friendly equipment
• No debris catching recess which renders the valve useless
• Rated 250psi (16 BAR)
• Only valve insertion system NSF 61 & UL certified
• Meets AWWA C-509-09/C-515 material specifications
• Equipment sales or contract services available
• AVT’s professionals perform installations worldwide
(over 25,000 successful installations)
• Fastest, most cost-effective insertion system available!
(Under 1 hour for 4” through 12” (100mm - 300mm);
under 5 hours for 14”, 16”, 20” & 24” (350mm, 400mm,
500mm & 600mm)
…and many more benefits add up to substantial cost
and time savings, making EZ Valve your only logical
choice.

Lightweight yet rugged equipment
makes for fast installs

Permanent Valve Insertion or Linestop
(Bonnet Removable)

Works even in heavily tuberculated pipe

NEW!
Call today for complete EZ™ Valve information!

Now UL & NSF 61 Certified

877.489.4909
www.avtfittings.com
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The Alliance for the Great Lakes
By Anna Wolf

F

resh water is the most basic human need, and the need to
maintain our existing freshwater resources is fast becoming
a global imperative. In Great Lakes states, a fifth of the
global surface freshwater supply sits in our backyards. In the
21st century, access to freshwater will likely define how and
where people and economies can survive and thrive globally
and in the United States. In Illinois, we have already begun to
see patterns of increasing freshwater scarcity as a result of
population growth, poor urban and suburban development
patterns, and climatic changes. Water-abundant regions like the
Great Lakes region are experiencing the same stressors and
challenges, and must remain cognizant and proactive against
the internal challenges of population growth, periods of drought
and unsustainable consumption, as well as external challenges,
such as water diversions.
In 2008, the risk of out-of-basin water diversions was
significantly reduced with the establishment of the Great
Lakes–St. Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Compact.
This landmark legal agreement provides a model for a
consensus-based, basin-wide approach to decisions about
how much and how far away Great Lakes water can be used,
and Great Lakes states are tasked with developing specific
water-conservation policies that ensure practices within the
compact’s overarching goals. As states continue to develop
these conservation policies, it remains important to track
the rigor of basin-wide water-use patterns, ensuring that
those who are allowed to use Great Lakes water use it wisely.
As North America’s oldest nonprofit dedicated to protecting
and conserving the Great Lakes for people and wildlife, the
Alliance for the Great Lakes understands the critical need
for promoting best water-use and loss-control practices to
municipalities. To that end, the Alliance has created a model
Great Lakes Compact Resolution for Municipalities (see
page 39) that outlines the importance of ensuring responsible
and sustainable use of Great Lakes water, and encourages
communities to assist in the implementation of the compact by
adopting water efficiency and conservation best practices. We
encourage readers to sign if they feel their community is already
committed to, or plans to commit to, the objectives outlined in
the resolution. Further, the Alliance is creating a Water Efficiency
and Loss Control Toolkit that will outline some of these bestmanagement practices for utilities and elected officials interested
in taking the first steps, or continuing to improve, water-loss
control and efficiency in their systems. Our toolkit will provide a
suite of resources – tools, webinars, case studies – all developed
by numerous local and regional organizations to support ongoing
efforts in the realm of water efficiency and loss control.
The toolkit will be split into two tracks: Tools and Tips for
the Utility and Tools and Tips for the Elected Official. Some
of these tools require some decision-support, i.e., when to use

this tool, what should already have been implemented before
using the tool, and what to do next. Most of the tools and tips
will have an associated case study or webinar that drills down
into the specifics of what the tool can offer, and offers examples
of how it has been successfully applied.
Overview of Tools and Tips for the Utility
TOOLS
1. Use International Water Association/American Water
Works Association’s (IWA/AWWA) Free Water-Loss
Auditing Methodology. In order to achieve system-wide
efficiency, water utilities need to have a robust understanding
of how much treated water their system is losing, where that
loss is occurring, and what the associated economic value
of that loss is. AWWA’s methodology is the perfect place to
start validating your water audit data, identifying what your
non-revenue water values are, whether those values are
‘real’ or ‘apparent’ losses, and identifying where infrastructure
investment would have the biggest return.
2. Adjust your water rates by using Alliance for Water
Efficiency’s (AWE) Water Rates Handbook and Rate
Model (both free). Read AWE’s Water Rates Handbook for
a complete look at the background and concepts needed to
develop, evaluate and implement an effective rate structure.
Then, use AWE’s unique Rate Model, which designs models
that respond to fluctuations in price, weather, the economy
and supply shortages.
3. Gain a comprehensive understanding of the economic
benefits and costs associated with conservation
programs with AWE’s Water Conservation Tracking Tool.
This tool, which is free to AWE members, provides utilities
with an Excel-based model that can evaluate water savings,
costs, and benefits of conservation programs.
TIPS
1. Communicate with your elected officials early, often and
in dollars! See Danielle Gallet’s piece in this issue of Splash
that outlines some of the best tips for communicating with
your elected officials. Bottom line: When you equate the
amount of treated water lost in your system to lost dollars,
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it makes a powerful argument to your elected official for
investing in the reduction of that loss.
2. Reach out and engage your service population! There are
many ways to build a water efficiency and conservation outreach
and information campaign. A good first step is to become a US
Environmental Protection Agency WaterSense Partner to take
advantage of their tools and resources. WaterSense provides a
number of outreach materials, like brochures and literature that
can be tailored to reflect your municipality’s specific needs.
Overview of Tools and Tips for the Elected Official
TOOLS
1. Update water conservation ordinances to promote best
practices in outdoor and indoor water-efficiency and
conservation efforts. The Chicago Metropolitan Agency
for Planning developed a robust model water-conservation
ordinance, which provides ordinance language for residential
and commercial indoor and outdoor water-use best
practices, water pricing, rainwater harvesting, and water
supply and treatment information and outreach.
TIPS
1. Encourage your utility to adopt IWA/AWWA’s Free Water
Audit Methodology. This methodology is a critical first step in
understanding exactly how much money is being lost to water
loss, and how much capital is needed to recover this loss.

2. Sign the Alliance for the Great Lakes’ Model Great
Lakes Compact Resolution for Municipalities
(next page). Signing this resolution shows that
you recognize the importance of adhering to the
conservation and efficiency objectives listed in the
compact and that this adherence is necessary to
providing a strong and essential legal defense against
potential water withdrawals.
3. Communicate with your constituency about full
cost of service water rates. Even in the face of high
water-loss values and crumbling infrastructure, raising
water rates is generally considered to be an unpopular
political move. If framed appropriately, though, it does
not have to be. Our toolkit will include a case study
highlighting Franklin Park’s successful efforts in getting
its constituency to embrace (and even encourage the city
council to adopt) increased water rates to create capital
for needed water infrastructure investment.
Stay tuned for the release of this toolkit, and its
accompanying webinars, case studies, and decision-support
components. The Alliance for the Great Lakes looks
forward to continuing to support local and regional efforts
aimed at promoting best practices of water efficiency and
conservation at the municipal level. Please contact Anna Wolf
at awolf@greatlakes.org with any questions or to learn more
about the Alliance’s work throughout the Great Lakes Basin.

E-Coder)R900i

Neptune’s R900 and E-Coder — Two Proven
Technologies Integrated Into One Device
•

Single, Wireless AMR Solution

•

High 8-Digit Resolution

•

Leak Detection

•

Tamper Detection

•

Reverse Flow Detection

•

Reduced Material & Labor Costs

Contact Ferguson Waterworks for complete details on the
Neptune E-Coder) R900i . . . and take the next step in meter
reading technology.
Bismarck, ND
701-258-9700
800-932-8759

Blaine, MN
763-560-5200
800-844-8334

DeKalb, IL
815-756-2800
866-759-2800

Fargo, ND
701-293-5511
800-437-4362

www.ferguson.com
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Madison, WI
608-271-1770
800-833-0880

Belfield, ND
701-258-9700
800-932-8759
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Model Great Lakes Compact Resolution for Municipalities
RESOLUTION: __________________ [COMMUNITY] commitment to water conservation and
support for the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Compact
Whereas, the Great Lakes are an invaluable resource that our community depends on for drinking water,
recreation and commerce.
Whereas, the Great Lakes require protection and smart water management to ensure the longevity of this
resource and its ability to support our community and others.
Whereas, the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River Basin Sustainable Water Resources Agreement (the
“Agreement”) and the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Compact (the “Compact”)
affirm a commitment to smart water management, while recognizing that future diversions, withdrawals and
consumptive uses have the potential to significantly impact the environment, the economy and the welfare of
the Great Lakes region; and
Whereas, on December 8, 2008, the Compact became State and federal law after each of the eight Great
Lakes State legislatures ratified the Compact and Congress provided its consent for this historic accord; and
Whereas, the Agreement and the Compact enable the states and provinces, and their municipalities, to act
together to protect, conserve, restore, improve and effectively manage the waters and water dependent
resources of the region in a way that is durable, efficient and retains and respects municipal, state and
provincial water management authority within the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River region; and
Whereas, Section 4.2.1 of the Compact and Article 304.1 of the Agreement establish the following five water
conservation and efficiency goals:
•

Ensure improvement of the Waters and Water Dependent Natural Resources

•

Protect and restore the hydrologic and ecosystem integrity of the Basin;

•

Retain the quantity of surface water and groundwater in the Basin;

•

Ensure sustainable use of Waters of the Basin; and,

•

Promote the efficiency of use and reducing losses and waste of Water.

Therefore Be it Resolved, that _________________ [COMMUNITY] applauds the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
River governors and premiers and the Council of Great Lakes Governors for their leadership and their efforts
in the development and signing of the Compact and Agreement; and
Be it Further Resolved, that _________________ [COMMUNITY] applauds the legislatures of the Great Lakes
states for adopting the Compact with a vote margin of 95 percent in favor and the U.S. Congress on its swift
approval of the Compact; and
Be it Finally Resolved, that _________________ [COMMUNITY] pledges to assist in the implementation of the
Compact and the Agreement by using water efficiency and conservation practices to help meet the goals set
forth in these documents.
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Water Ef ficiency Today

Changing the Conversation:
Tackling Water Loss Today
By Danielle Gallet, Manager, Metropolitan Planning Council (MPC) and chair, ISAWWA Water Efficiency Committee

O

ften times when I am presenting on behalf of AWWA’s
national Water Loss Control Committee I like to ask
the audience, “What do you need to get a better
handle on your utilities water loss issues?” The majority of
responses is almost always, “Money.”
Yes, having viable funding streams to roll out much needed
reinvestment in our distribution systems is critical. However,
I would argue that as an industry we are not prepared to make
cost-effective investment decisions yet; we have not embraced
the necessary level of asset management required to drive
responsible capital improvement projects for our communities.
Best practice auditing, collection and validation of data, and
regular communication with local officials is needed first.
For example, did you know the AWWA abandoned use of
the term ‘unaccounted-for’ water more than 10 years ago? In
2003 to be exact. Yet we continue to grapple with many folks
still using this antiquated terminology. All water sent into a
distribution system can and should be accounted for as either
beneficial consumption or wasteful loss. Today, the industry
term adopted by AWWA when quantifying water loss is ‘nonrevenue’ water (NRW). NRW is specifically defined to include the
sum of specific types of water loss and any authorized, unbilled
consumption that occurs within water distribution systems.
These terms and usage of them are more than just words;
not fully accounting for water loss – whether authorized or
not – is irresponsible.
If our industry wants to see increased support for
reinvestment in distribution systems, we need to make sure
our i’s are dotted and t’s are crossed BEFORE asking for
money. We need to build trust with our communities that we
have a handle on the issue, and are using 21st century best
practices to ensure the infrastructure we manage on behalf of
customers will continue to provide safe and reliable drinking
water for them now and in the future.
To get us to where we need to be will take not only
new skillsets, but a change in perspective on how our
industry views itself and relates to the larger context of the
communities we serve. Yes, I am asking you to broaden your
mindset, and I offer up the following coaching tips on to how
to effectively do that to ultimately get you to the ‘money.’
1. Use best practice tools
The best practice tools available today are your pathway
to building a business case for reinvestment needs. AWWA
has a useful manual – the M36 Water Audits and Loss
Control Programs (M36) – that walks through the details
of not only conducting a desktop audit, but strategies for
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implementing a water loss control program for your utility.
AWWA has also created an Excel-based software tool that
walks one through a desktop audit and validation process,
and guess what? It’s FREE. I would also encourage folks to
take advantage of the FREE water audit training courses
being offered in the state of Illinois by IEPA in partnership
with the ISAWWA and the IRWA. Read John Dillon’s article
about his experience taking the FREE training course in
this issue of Splash, too.
2. Engage elected officials
Once-a-year budget meetings are not enough. Regular,
consistent dialog and presentations with municipal leaders
and elected officials are necessary to build trust and
confidence that their utility has a handle on its state of affairs
– with quality data to prove it. Just like fire and police service
providers, the managers and operators in the water service sector
provide communities with critical needs. Act like it; you have a
right to be at the table in the communities you serve.
3. Talk in dollars
While you are discussing water infrastructure conditions
and NRW with officials, make sure you talk in dollars, not
just gallons or cubic feet, etc. Water measurement figures
are hard to conceptualize, especially for someone who

Water Ef ficiency Today
does not work in the industry. Money talks. Know what
the revenue loss is for water waste and communicate in
those terms. Special hint: The AWWA free water loss audit
software I mentioned helps calculate what the revenue
loss is based on the specifics of your utility’s production
and retail costs. Check it out.
4. Build customer trust and support
The name of the game in 21st century water resource
management is customer engagement. Find and create
opportunities to be in front of your customers: Have
booths at community festivals; engage schools in fun,
water-related activities; sponsor a local sports or civic/
social club event. The old mode of operation coined ‘the
silent provider’ will no longer suffice in order to get the
support our industry needs from its communities. Let them
know there is an actual person on the other end of their water
faucet. Be visible.
5. Partner, partner, partner
For this last tip I am referencing the real estate industry,
but instead of thinking ‘location, location, location’ I
would encourage you to think ‘partner, partner, partner.’
Crumbling infrastructure woes will not be fixed in a vacuum.
Think outside the box: What other agencies might be a

champion for your cause? Who might have resources or
community connections, or what municipal relationships
could you work on fostering to help support your efforts?
There are a host of potential partners (non-profits,
regional planning agencies, community groups, councils of
government, even regulators) that have produced various
resources: reports, tools, webinars, trainings, community
engagement brochures, and techniques, etc. Reach out to
them and see how they can assist you.
Community water systems are facing massive reinvestment
needs. At the same time, the world’s weather patterns are
changing, increasing the frequency and severity of droughts,
floods, and extreme weather events. These realities are
putting unprecedented pressure on our industry. We must
respond with unprecedented action and new ways of
approaching our day-to-day operations in order to succeed in
the life-critical responsibility that is water service. You are the
folks on the front lines working every day to keep our drinking
water safe, our kitchen sinks and showers working. Thank
you, truly.
My hope is that these tips and ways of approaching your
work are useful. ISAWWA’s Water Efficiency Committee is
dedicated to providing resources and assistance to you. Let
us know how we can help: dgallet@metroplanning.org.

Water: Quality, care and value delivered
in every drop.

(800) 422-2782 • www.illinoisamwater.com
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Water Conservation &
Efficiency Plan
At a Glance

The City of Evanston draws water from Lake Michigan, and
in addition to supplying its residents and businesses, whole-

Population 74,500

sales water to five nearby communities. In 2010, on average,

Residential water use* 63.8%

Evanston pumped 97 gallons per person daily. In May 2011,
the city was awarded a grant from the Chicago Metropolitan

Plastic bottles eliminated** 99,000+

Agency for Planning to create a water conservation and efficiency plan. The plan is an extension of Evanston’s Climate
Action Plan and serves to promote environmental sustain-

* Residential sector percentage of total water use
** 8 oz. plastic water bottles eliminated by Tap Water Station in 2013

ability, one of the guiding values in the city’s strategic plan.

Water Conservation Planning
A water conservation plan is the foundation for a water conservation program. The plan includes a water system profile,
a forecast of expected future water demands, the identification and evaluation of water conservation measures, and a
plan for program implementation and evaluation. There are
several water conservation planning guidance documents
available, including:
U.S. EPA Water Conservation Planning Guidelines
American Water Works Association (AWWA) M52 Manual
Handbook of Water Use and Conservation

Evanston Water Conservation and Efficiency Plan 2012

Approach
The purpose of Evanston’s Water Conservation and

Key Goals

Efficiency Plan is to have measurable goals that will
facilitate conservation and efficiency and to educate
the public about the importance and value of water.
The plan includes a detailed water consumption
profile and analysis of non-revenue water, water loss,

1

Reduce water consumption by 6 percent by 2020.

2

Adopt cost-effective and community-appropriate

3

Continuously inform residents and businesses about the

conservation and efficiency measures.

the city’s water rate structure and water treatment
process, and the state of major infrastructure, such
as pipes, pumping systems, and water meters. An

value of tap water and the connection between water

analysis of the water-energy nexus also highlights

use, household behaviors, and water-related business

how water conservation can reduce energy use and

decisions.

greenhouse gas emissions. The planning process was
led by the Evanston Office of Sustainability and Evanston Utilities Department. The city solicited input from
the community through online surveys and a public
meeting prior to completing the draft plan.

4

Adopt municipal ordinances that support the plan.

Key Findings

Since the plan’s release, eight plan implementation areas have been acted on.

Recommendation 1
Increase water-related information dissemination
The final plan was officially rolled out in September 2012,
at Evanston’s annual Green Living Festival, an event
widely promoted by the city and attended by many
residents and local businesses. Water was the focus of
the festival, with activity stations to educate the public
about the Evanston Water Treatment Plant and water
conservation. The Illinois section of the American Water
Works Association (ISAWWA ) water trailer was also on
display to promote tap water, and the city distributed
400 reusable water bottles.

Recommendation 2
Update water billing practices
Bills were changed from reporting water use in cubic
feet to gallons to provide customers with a more understandable measurement.
Evanston has installed a new Automated Meter Information (AMI) system. Through AMI, customers are
accessing real-time water use and historical usage
trends—over 300 signed up in the first month. To reduce
wasted water in homes and businesses, the new system
will automatically generate leak investigation requests
based on aberrations in meter readings.

Recommendation 3
Incorporate sustainable water policies into city departments
and functions
Evanston is working to reduce both real and apparent
water losses. The utilities department purchased new
leak detection equipment and has completed a survey
of the distribution system. The entire 157 mile system
will be surveyed each year to minimize water loss due to
aging water mains.

Recommendation 4
Promote communication and outreach on water
conservation behaviors

ited at city-sponsored events when the mobile water
station is available, and Evanston encourages private
groups that use the station at their events to take the
same action.

Recommendation 6
Reduce indoor water use from toilets
At the Green Living Festival, the Evanston Utilities
Department organizes an activity station to educate
residents about reducing toilet water use, which is the
number one use of indoor residential water. The city
distributed toilet leak testing kits in both 2013 and 2014
and heavily promoted WaterSense-branded bathroom
fixtures.

Recommendation 7
Reduce outdoor water use
Evanston promotes the use of rain barrels, native landscaping, and rain gardens to minimize the need to use
potable water for outdoor uses. The Evanston Ecology
Center hosts a semi-annual Using a Rain Barrel course
for residents and sells rain barrels at a reduced rate. The
Evanston website provides information on rain barrel
installation and maintenance.

Recommendation 8, 9
Reduce water consumption in non-residential sectors
Evanston focused first on implementing water conservation and efficiency policies at city facilities and informing
residents, as these two initiatives would reach the largest number of people in a relatively short period of time.
Next, the city will work with the largest non-residential
water customers to identify opportunities to reduce
water consumption.

Resources
Evanston Water Conservation and Efficiency Plan 2012

The city website contains many water conservation
resources, including links to EPA WaterSense, a video
on checking a toilet for leaks, and simple home water
conservation tips.

Recommendation 5
Promote tap water and reduce bottled water use
The Evanston Utilities Department built its own mobile
water station, inspired by the ISAWWA trailer, to bring
free tap water to community events. The mobile water
station visits events sponsored by the City of Evanston,
Northwestern University, and community organizations. In 2014, it provided 9,300 gallons of tap water to
event visitors, eliminating the use of over 99,000 plastic
12-ounce water bottles. Bottled water sales are prohibIISG-15-008
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2013 Northeast Illinois Water
and Wastewater Rates Dashboard
By Margaret Schneemann (Water Resource Economist, Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant)

L

ocal decision makers like to compare their water rates
with those used in other communities – a practice
that can require endless hours of digging through
local ordinances and calling billing departments to clarify
and update rate schedules. Rate comparisons can also
be dangerous when taken out of context, leading to peer
pressure to keep rates low while neglecting other objectives
such as cost recovery and conservation.
This spring, northeast Illinois took a leap forward when
the Environmental Finance Center (EFC) at the University
of North Carolina Chapel Hill released the 2013 Northeast
Illinois Water and Wastewater Rates Dashboard, a free,
online, interactive tool now available for your use. This
rates dashboard is designed to assist utility managers,
finance directors, board members, state and local officials,
reporters, and customers in comparing residential water
and wastewater rates against multiple characteristics,
including utility finances, system size, customer base
demographics, and geography.
Rates data for this dashboard are drawn from the 2013
water and wastewater rates survey conducted by IllinoisIndiana Sea Grant for municipal utilities in the seven-county
Chicago metropolitan area (Cook, DuPage, Kane, Kendall, Lake,
McHenry, and Will), as well as other supporting data from the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Census
Bureau. This rates dashboard was constructed as part of the
Smart Management for Small Water Systems nationwide project
of the Environmental Finance Center Network (EFCN). The
EFCN is composed of numerous centers around the country,
including the Environmental Finance Center at the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, which created this dashboard. This
dashboard was created under a cooperative agreement with
U.S. EPA, and is the first of its kind in the Midwest.
Dashboard features
The dashboard includes residential water and wastewater
rate structures effective as of October 1, 2013, for 224
municipal public utilities in Illinois. These residential water,
wastewater, or water and wastewater combined rates for
Illinois, evaluated at any increment of 1,000 gallons per month

of usage between zero and 15,000 gallons per month, can be
compared with:
• All other utilities in the seven-county greater Chicago area.
• Utilities of the same size.
• Utilities with the same water source.
• Utilities using the same rate structure type.
• Utilities serving communities with similar median
household incomes.
• Utilities within 25 miles.
The following measures for the selected utility are compared to key
indicators or to the utilities within the selected comparison group:
• Bill Comparison Dial – monthly water, wastewater, or the
water and wastewater combined bill for the selected consumption amount.
• Conservation Dial – conservation pricing signal (marginal
price when going from 10,000 to 11,000 gallons per month).
• Affordability Dial – using monthly bill as a percentage of
median household income (MHI) for the community.
• Cost Recovery – the ratio of operating revenues to operating
expenses (when available).
To access the 2013 Northeast Illinois Water and Wastewater
Rates Dashboard, visit http://www.efc.sog.unc.edu/reslib/item/
northeast-illinois-water-and-wastewater-rates-dashboard.

“This dashboard was created under a cooperative agreement
with U.S. EPA, and is the first of its kind in the Midwest.”
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Green Codes
and Grey Water

By Sharon Waller

T

he Water Efficiency Committee has discussed the
need for examples of green codes for both outdoor
and indoor water reuse. Although the lack of green
codes remains a barrier to implementation of grey water
reuse, some success stories now exist. We are asking the
ISAWWA membership to share your green codes and success
stories for implementing water reuse designs and practices
into new or existing building projects by responding to the
survey at the link provided. The survey is organized into two
main sections that can be filled out with codes only, projects
only, codes related to a specific project, or codes that are not
applicable to the project described.
We hope to gather examples of water reuse building codes
that have been adopted by municipalities around Illinois and
elsewhere and create an online repository of implementation
success stories. Projects of particular interest include use of
grey water for either outdoor watering or indoor reuse such
as grey water used for irrigation or shower water for toilet
flushing. Results of the survey will be compiled for a future
article in Splash that we hope will be a ‘go to’ guide for what
has been proven possible and an inspiration for future water
reuse projects. We also hope to present awards for select
projects to raise awareness of water reuse projects and
recognize those municipalities that are leaders in adopting
green codes that foster water efficiency.
The purpose of the survey is to share 1) examples of
green codes for water reuse in use in the Midwest, and 2)
information on successful implementation of water reuse
projects. The goal is to provide enough detail to guide
further implementation of green water use codes and water
reuse projects.

Survey link:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1YCt1ZD_
bnLyNHbkHOLXwqE2lbTe4ji7wVx-wjZNvIP0/viewform?usp=send_form

Survey questions:
1. Green code: Describe a green water use code in use. What
is the jurisdiction? What other codes must be considered
when complying with this green code?
2. Describe a water reuse project that has been successfully
implemented in the Midwest. Identify the building and
location of the project. Provide a link to any online
information about the project.
3. Who is the designer? How can design information be
accessed for future projects?
4. What codes apply to the project? Was a variance from
other codes (i.e., plumbing) required?

5. Were codes described in Question 1 (green code) applicable
to this project at the time it was constructed? [check box
yes/no]
6. Any other information you wish to share.
7. Your name, affiliation, and, contact information.

Reserve the Water Fountain
Trailer for Your Events
The ISAWWA water fountain trailer may be available for
your events this year, but you need to book early. The
water fountain trailer is used dozens of times each year
for various community events from parades to fairs that
happen all over the state of Illinois.
Water Fountain Committee co-chairs Matt Overeem
and John Dillon encourage you to book the trailer early for
your events. You can book the trailer online at the ISAWWA
website and obtain all of the forms needed for you to use
the water fountain trailer.
There is no charge for the use of the fountain trailer
as the trailer is part of our Illinois Section’s education
outreach on water quality. Consider booking the trailer for
your 2015 event as soon as possible.
Use this link to go directly to the trailer’s webpage:
http://www.isawwa.org/?page=WaterTrailer
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2015 Award Winners
Congratulations to everyone who received an award at the 2015 Annual ISAWWA Conference!
We appreciate the dedication, service, and loyalty you have demonstrated to the water industry and to AWWA.
Please make sure you log on to www.isawwa.org and follow the links to submit your nomination for the Thurston
E. Larson Best Paper Award presented at the 2016 ISAWWA Annual Conference. If you haven’t already done so,
remember “Your Vote Counts”!
Keep your eyes and ears open for possible candidates for the upcoming year’s awards. It is never too early to nominate
one of your colleagues.
The 2015 award winners are as follows:
WATER PROFESSIONAL
OF THE YEAR AWARD
Dedication and motivation
demonstrated through a career in the
water works industry:
Mary Reed – IEPA
THE ROBERT T. SASMAN VOLUNTEER
APPRECIATION AWARD
Recognition of time and effort
volunteered to the enhancement of
the Illinois Section:
Randy Lusk – M.E. Simpson
Thurston E. Larson Award
Best paper at the
2014 ISAWWA Conference:
Michelle Harrod – Midwest Water Group
YOUTH OUTREACH RECOGNITION
This award recognizes individuals and
organizations that make outstanding
contributions toward meeting ISAWWA’s
outreach goals by implementing
outreach programs:
Kyla Jacobson – City of Elgin
MERITORIOUS SERVICE AWARD
To recognize an individual who has
contributed valuable and significant
volunteer time and effort to the Section
activities and goals:
Joe Spain – Village of Norridge
JOHN LECHNER AWARD OF
EXCELLENCE
An individual award of excellence to
recognize a section Manufacturers/
Associates Council member who has
demonstrated exemplary service to
48
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the drinking water community and to
AWWA’s mission and goals:
Mike Dunn – Drydon
CLIFFORD E. FORE AWARD
This award is presented to Section
members who provide public service
above and beyond the job duties
required of them in the waterworks
field. Recognition of a contribution to
advance the state-of-the-art in the
waterworks industry (such as a new
invention – either equipment or process
innovation, the publishing of books or
educational materials):
John VanArsdel – M.E. Simpson
E.D.U.C.A.T.E. AWARD
Educating the Drinking water Utility
Commendation Award for Training
Excellence. This award is presented
by the Education Committee and
recognizes an individual who has
contributed valuable and significant
volunteer time and effort in the field of
educating the drinking water community.
In-Person Seminar 2014:
Mike Ramsey – Village of Westmount
Webinar 2014:
Debbie Kay
WATER SAVER AWARD
This award recognizes public and private
utilities in Illinois that are currently developing or implementing water efficiency
projects, such as Water Efficiency Master
Plans, Renewable Water Policies and
Practices, Watershed Protection, Community Outreach, Water Loss Reduction,
Conservation, and Public Education:
City of Chicago

SOURCE WATER PROTECTION AWARDS
To recognize organizations in
Illinois that have developed and are
implementing exemplary source water
protection programs.
Large System Awardee:
Aqua American
Medium System Awardee:
Otter Lake water Commission
OVERALL COMPETITION CHAMPION
The Overall Champion is determined by
the amount of points their municipality
or team has accumulated in the four
events at WATERCON. The four events
are Top Ops, Meter Madness, Water
Main Tapping, and Hydrant Hysteria:
City of Moline
SAFE WATER SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
Multiple scholarships worth $500 to
$1,000 each are available for students
in the following programs:
• Adult Continuing Education
(full- or part-time)
• College Undergraduate (full-time)
• Technical School (full-time)
• Enrichment Program (high school)
Sarah Glade –
Illinois Institute of Technology, $1,250
Hannah Lohman –
University of Illinois, $1,250
Amanda Caldwell-Jacques –
University of Illinois, $1,000
Nora Sadik –
University of Illinois, $1,000
Brianna Wagner –
Ohio State University, $500

RECAP

QUARTER CENTURY SERVICE AWARD
25 years of service to the industry:
Keith Alexander – City of Decatur
Thomas Bates – City of Monticello
Robert Bishop – Utilities Inc.
Denis Cloud – Utilities Inc.
Robert Dill – Otter Lake Water Commission
Chris Drey – Village of Shorewood
Derek Gehrke – Village of Deerfield
Jim Hall – North Park Public Water District
George Harrison – Village of Westmount
Thomas Konen – United City of Yorkville
Barbara Little – Village of Deerfield
Howard Miller – CLCJAWA
Todd Nelson – City of Batavia
Kenneth Nitecki – CLCJAWA
Russ Olmstead – Village of Deerfield
Luther Ricks – City of Decatur
Brett Sheen – CLCJAWA
Thomas Schwent – City of Decatur
Dan Swanson – City of Batavia
Tom Wheathers – Village of Glencoe
Jeff Wierema – City of Lake Forest
131 Members – Illinois American Water
SILVER WATER DROP
Recognizes those individual members
who have provided valuable service and
support for AWWA programs and goals
through their long-standing Association
membership (30 years):
Patrick J. Bleck –
Bleck Engineering Company Inc.
William A. Brown – Crawford Murphy Tilly
Manuel Castaneda – City of Lincolnwood
Karen Cooper – Illinois American Water
Michael J. Corcoran –
West Suburban Water Commission
Lori Lynn Cox – City Water, Light, & Power

Charles T. Douglas – City of Lake Forest
Benito J. Marinas – University of Illinois
Timothy R. Schilson – City of Hamilton
Alan R. Seacrest – Retired
John A. Smith – Retired
David D. Stoneback – City of Evanston
Charles L. Summers – Village of Forsyth
Peter G. Wallers – Engineering Enterprises
LIFE MEMBER
Recognizes those individual members
who have provided valuable service and
support for AWWA programs and goals
through their long-standing Association
membership (30 years + 65 years of age):
Paul N. Brotcke – Brotcke Well & Pump Co.
Howard W. Heil
Wayne Mitchell – Village of Morrisonville
John M. Roegiers
Donald R. Schwegel –
Donald R. Schwegel P.E. Engineer
Charles A. Sheppard –
Sheppard Morgan & Schwaab
GOLD WATER DROP
Recognizes those individual members
who have provided valuable service and
support for AWWA programs and goals
through their long-standing Association
membership (50 years):
Allen B. Edwards
Kenneth J. Ficek
Robert S. Gemmell
Thomas G. McSwiggin
PARTNERSHIP FOR SAFE WATER 5-YEAR
DIRECTOR AWARD:
City of Aurora

PARTNERSHIP FOR SAFE WATER
15-YEAR DIRECTOR AWARD:
Illinois American Water
PARTNERSHIP FOR SAFE WATER
10-YEAR EXCELLENCE IN WATER
TREATMENT AWARD:
Central Lake County
Joint Action Water Agency
100 YEAR CLUB AWARD
Public water suppliers that have served
Illinois residents for 100 years:
Village of Ashton
Village of Atkinson
Village of East Dundee
Village of Grand Ridge
Village of Grayslake
Village of Kansas
Village of Kingston
Village of Leaf River
Village of Leland
Village of Little York
Village of Malta
Village of Mundelein
City of Neoga
Village of Northbrook
Village of Old Salem
Village of Poplar Grove
Village of Princeville
Village of Ransom
City of Red Bud
Village of Rockdale
Village of South Chicago Heights
Village of Stronghurst
Village of Tinley Park
City of Villa Grove

Past Illinois Section Chair Breakfast
In the absence of Bob Sasman, our
Senior Most Past Chair ’74, Ken Ficek
‘81 chaired the breakfast meeting at
the 2015 WATERCON. Fourteen Past
Illinois Section Chairs were present and
included Allen Panek ’84, Frank Lewis
’85, Gerald Bever ’89, Larry Thomas ’92,

John Boll ’93, current AWWA President
John Donohue ’96, Mike Winegard ’98,
John Callen ‘05, Tom Skelly ’07, Terry
McGhee ’09, John Smith ’10, Dennis Ross
’11, and John Van Ardsdale ’13.
Guests included Dave LaFrance,
AWWA CEO; Dan Hood, AWWA VP from

Michigan; Mike Simpson, AWWA VP from
Indiana; and Dave Cook, Past Chair of
the Michigan Section.
Memories of previous Illinois Section
meetings and activities were shared,
as well as news of those Past Chairs
not present.
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Meter Madness 2015 Recap

T

he 2015 Meter Madness has come
and gone! This year not only did we
have more competitors but the finish
was much closer than any time in the
past. Before we give you the whole story,
we need to thank our sponsor, Master
Meters, for their support and supply of
meters for the competition. Thanks to
our competitors and our volunteers who
made this year’s competition happen. A
special thanks to Dave Yelton from the
Village of Downers Grove and to John
Donahue, AWWA President, for being
our official judge for the competition.
Thanks, John!
This year’s competitors included: Jeff
Barrett from the Village of Channahon,
Bobby Cantu from the City of Moline,
Edward Cheng from Windsor Dental,
Joe Sammons from the City of Moline,
Mark Stofko from the Village of Plainfield,
Kevin Zook (last year’s champion) from
Zook Enterprises, Ed Johnson from the
Village of Monee, Adam Grisz of ATS Ltd.,
and Keith Dollas (AKA Keith) from the
Village of Itasca.
All the contestants went through
two preliminary rounds. The semi-finals
round consisted of Bobby Cantu, Edward
Cheng, Joe Sammons, and Kevin Zook.
When the smoke cleared, there were
only two who made it to the championship round. Bobby Cantu from the City
of Moline faced off against Kevin Zook of
Zook Enterprises.
The championship round only took
one minute to complete and it looked
like we had a new champion with a raw
time of 52 seconds flat! WOW! But wait,
the judges still had to verify proper
operation and assembly. Both Bobby’s
and Kevin’s meter tested for working
operation correctly but the judges found
that the fourth nut on the base plate of
Bobby’s was loose, which added a 10second penalty to his time – giving him a
total time of 1:02! That was compared to
Kevin’s time with no penalties of 1:00!
Kevin claimed the championship
again! This was the third year in a row
Kevin has won and his fourth overall
championship for Meter Madness.
Congratulations to Kevin! Speaking with
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Kevin after the competition, he planned
on participating at ACE15 in Anaheim,
California in June to represent the Illinois
Section. If he represents the Section, we
will help Kevin with reimbursement up to

$1,500 for his travel expenses. (We think
we heard him discussing a road trip on
the bike!) Good luck, Kevin!
We will see you at WATERCON2016.
Have a safe summer!

2015 METER MADNESS TIMES AND FINISHES
Contestant

Preliminary 1

Preliminary 2

2:16

2:11

:52

:59

Edward Cheng – Windsor Dental

1:05

1:31

Joe Sammons – City of Moline

1:11

1:26

Mark Stofko – Village of Plainfield

4:40

2:02

Kevin Zook – Zook Enterprises

1:34

1:11

Ed Johnson – Village of Monee

1:22

1:39

Adam Grisz – ATS Ltd.

2:12

1:58

Keith Dollas – Village of Itasca

1:13

1:42

Jeff Barrett – Village of Channahon
Bobby Cantu – City of Moline

Contestant
Bobby Cantu – City of Moline

Semi-Final
:50

Edward Cheng – Windsor Dental

1:32

Joe Sammons – City of Moline

1:21

Kevin Zook – Zook Enterprises

1:18

Contestant

Championship

Bobby Cantu – City of Moline

1:02

Kevin Zook –Zook Enterprises

1:00

Contestant

Place

Kevin Zook – Zook Enterprises

1st

Bobby Cantu – City of Moline

2nd

Joe Sammons – City of Moline

3rd

Edward Cheng – Windsor Dental

4th

Keith Dollas – Village of Itasca

5th

Ed Johnson – Village of Monee

6th
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Top-Ops Trophy Round Trips to Elgin

E

lgin’s Aquatards kicked it in to
finish strong and won the Top-Ops
completion once again. But it was a
close and interesting competion. We
were grateful to have five teams again
this year and look forward to new teams
joining us each year.
This year’s Top-Ops teams competing
in Springfield at the annual conference
included:
ELGIN AQUATARDS – CITY OF ELGIN
Mike Bourgerie
Eddie Ramos
Brad Huerta
TEAM H2 O – VILLAGE OF WESTMONT,
CITY OF JOLIET, & CITY OF CHICAGO
Mike Ramsey
Nick Gornick
Andrea Putz
ROCKFORD WATER
Tim Holdeman
Nadine Miller
Kyle Saunders
LAKE FOREST MEMBRANE MASTERS –
VILLAGE OF LAKE FOREST
Charlie Douglas
Mike Tiegs
Jeff Wierema
Lou Bishofer

By Larry Thomas

CITY CAPITOL CITY CLARIFIERS –
CITY OF SPRINGFIELD
Kenneth McCart
Jeff Coalson
Mark Pirok
The Illinois Top-Ops contest is moving
closer to parity with the other communities
building up their farm teams the past
few years. Elgin squeaked by with only a
2-point win this time. As always, everyone
had fun, no matter how they placed.
A big thank you as always to Robyn
Doescher of Glenview for putting
together the questions and to Jerry Bever
and Mary Reed for judging the contest
and keeping the panelists under control.
For those of you who would be
interested in next year’s Top-Ops contest,
here is how it works:
Top-Ops is a contest between teams
of water treatment operators. Questions
asked of the contestants encompass all
aspects of water supply, treatment, and
distribution, and are comparable to those
on the water operator certification exam.
A moderator poses a variety of multiple
choice questions to the panel of teams,
each of which attempts to respond
correctly using a white board to write the
letter corresponding to their response.
Each team that presents a correct answer
scores two points. If the answer is wrong,

they lose a point. The rules are easy, the
questions may not be. But, most of all, it
is fun.
Teams can consist of one, two, or
three operators. Here’s the big thing: the
operators on a team do not have to be
from the same utility. You can put a
team together representing a utility, a
county, or a local operators’ association.
In order to compete in Springfield,
operators do not need to be members
of AWWA. They do need to work full time
as a water treatment plant employee,
a water distribution system employee,
or as a first-line supervisor. Engineers,
upper-level supervisors who do not work
as day-to-day operators, are precluded
from participating as an official team, but
can compete just for fun if we have room.
ISAWWA Conference registration and
accommodations may be available to
official teams. See the ISAWWA website
for details.
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2015 Annual ISAWWA Water Tapping Contest

T

he Tapping Contest was held
on Wednesday, March 25 at
WATERCON2015, starting at 4:45 p.m.
This year brought a total of eight
teams. The men’s team from Madison,
Wisconsin and the ladies’ team from
Madison, Wisconsin accepted our
invitation to compete again, and for
the first time the men’s team from Troy,
Michigan accepted our invitation.
Our annual event continues to be
held in the Exhibit Hall area on the main
floor, which works out well for everyone.
So, we again added some excitement.
Before the competition began all the
teams, including contestants for Meter
Madness, were theatrically introduced,
which included strobe lights, LED
special effects lighting, spotlights,
and music.
Originally, there was the potential of
getting 10 teams to compete; however,
we finally wound up with a total of
eight teams to compete in our Annual
Water Tapping Contest. We thank all
the competitors and employers for
their continued participation. We again
missed having a team from Springfield
competing this year, and we also
missed a couple of our veteran teams.
Hopefully, there are some younger
enthusiasts to carry on the tradition
next year for Springfield, and hopefully
all our veteran teams return for next
year. We would like to thank Ted Meckes
for coordinating the Springfield staff
with us in receiving the pipe order,
preparing the pipe for the competition,
and cleaning things up the next day.
Teams competing included the
returning 2014 State Champions
from the Village of Arlington Heights.
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Returning with their game face ‘on’
for their fifth year in a row was our
2012 State Champions, the Village of
Westmont. This year also brought us
the return of our very own Women’s
Team, ‘Land of Lincoln Ladies Tappers,’
and ‘Mad Women On Tap,’ the Madison,
Wisconsin Ladies’ Team. New for Illinois
this year were two newly formed teams,
‘Elmhurst Mad Tappers’ from the City
of Elmhurst, ‘Moline Water Warriors’
from the Village of Moline, and the Troy,
Michigan Men’s Tapping Team. Were
they exciting to watch! Here is a brief
summary of the teams.
Thanks to the enthusiastic support
of Howard Killian, the new City of
Elmhurst Public Works Director, the
Elmhurst Mad Tappers returned after
competing for the first time several
years ago. Two of the team members
made the trip to the competition
previously, and two members were
new. I think they worked the butterflies
out after their first tap because they
improved on their second tap by a
couple of seconds, and I must say for
this being the team’s first time at the
competition, they had very respectable
times finishing with a best time of 2:30.

Taking the 4th Place Trophy were Korey
Epert as the Copperman, Al Kabat as
the Starman, Mike ‘The Bull’ Grossi as
the Cranker, and Bill Murray as Coach.
Look for their return next year!
This next team continues to be a
force to be reckoned with. Next came
the ‘Westmont Crankers’ from the
Village of Westmont, our 2012 State
Champions! Mike Ramsey and his team
were returning for the fifth year in a
row. Their first tap finished at 2:27,
but their second tap of 2:29 was not
enough to earn them the top spot this
year. Taking the 3rd Place Trophy were
Jim Cates as the Copperman, Brian
Beusse as the Starman, John Buschman
as the Cranker, and Mike Ramsey as
Coach. Guess you KNOW who will be
back next year!
Another newcomer to the
competition was the Village of Moline
who absolutely, positively, came
with their game face ON. Mercy, as
Hawk Harrelson (Chicago White Sox
Announcer) would say, these guys
meant business. Greg Swanson, Utilities
General Manager, was instrumental in
getting this team to the competition
for the first time. I think Roel Martinez

RECAP
By Tony Cuzzone

may have offered some assistance also,
but they definitely made a statement
and were cause to put the Village of
Arlington Heights on notice. They
‘smoked’ their first tap with a time of
2:05, but ran into a little difficulty with
the second tap. However, the first tap
was good enough to earn them the 2nd
Place Trophy! Guess who is knocking on
the 1st Place door? We look forward to
their return next year. The team has Jon
Carr as the Copperman, Ryan Rangel as
the Starman, Victor Wenskunas as the
Cranker, and Nick Posateri as the Coach.
You have heard me say this many
times, but I will say it again. I continue
to have the deepest respect and
pride for our next team, the Village of
Arlington Heights. These guys have
been in the ISAWWA competition
since 1999, and have gone on to the
national level competition many times.
This past year they continued to offer
training and practicing with newly
formed teams, and current teams, at
their facility and have been a great
inspiration to many. This year they also
came with their game face ON. The
team had a very impressive final time of
1:43 with their first tap. But when they
realized Moline had a much better time
and were actually in first place, they put
things into high gear for their second
tap final time of 1:35, which remained
good enough to capture the 1st Place
Trophy. So, the Village of Arlington
Heights is our STATE CHAMPION for
the third year in a row! We had to give
Jeff Musinski and Dennis Bowe CPR
because they were so excited (just
kidding!). This famous tapping team has
Dave Nordin as the Copperman, John

Preucil as the Starman, Ryan Holthouse
as the Cranker, and their Coach is Adam
Swanson who is doing a great job trying
to fill the shoes of their former Coach,
the ever well-known Terry Botterman.
Again, thank you to the tapping team,
Public Works Director Scott Shirley, and
the Village of Arlington Heights. What
a performance! Congratulations! As
of this writing, we are wishing you the
very best in the Nationals this year in
Anaheim, California!
Having worked with the men’s
tapping team from Madison, Wisconsin
at Products Day in Algonquin almost
four years ago, at the Water Distribution
Symposium in Itasca, and having them
compete with us previously, we decided
to invite them to our contest again,
and they accepted. This was good for
them because they were able to get
a good feel of the competition before
they travel to ACE. Unbelievably, they
completed their first and second tap
with the same time of 1:54. We enjoyed
having them compete with our teams,
and they enjoyed our camaraderie
and hospitality. They were awarded a
Certificate of Appreciation. The team
has Don Russell as the Copperman, Bob
Kempfer as the Starman, Dave Laux as
the Cranker, and Greg Kolek as their
Coach. We also would like to recognize
John Hewitt from Madison, Wisconsin
for coordinating all the arrangements
with us. And we thank the team for the
special ‘libation’ they presented to us!
Having worked with the men’s
tapping team tapping team from Troy,
Michigan at Products Day in Arlington
Heights, I extended an invitation to
them to join us at WATERCON2015,

and they accepted. For the first time
we had two out-of-state men’s teams
at our competition. This team is noted
for being very competitive at the
Nationals and they proved it! They had
a finished time of 1:49 for their first tap,
and encountered a few problems with
the second tap. They too admit this
is a great venue for them to prepare
for ACE15. A special thank you to
Mike Schlegelmann, Michigan Section
President, for making the arrangements
to compete with us. They were awarded
a Certificate of Appreciation. The team
has Rich Wiles as the Copperman, Andy
Willets as the Starman, Scott Carruthers
as the Cranker, and Mike Schlegelmann
as Coach.
Making their appearance for the
fourth year in a row were the Land
of Lincoln Ladies Tappers. They are
the ISAWWA Water Tapping Contest
first women’s tapping team. Michelle
Harrod was very instrumental and
successful in forming this enthusiastic
AND determined team of ladies. The
team was working very hard for several
weeks and was ready to show everyone
they can also tap watermains for time.
They completed their first tap with a
respectable time of 3:40, their exact
time last year. Their second tap was
only one second off from their first.
This was absolutely great to watch!
The ladies were awarded the 1st Place
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Women’s Division Trophy. And yes,
as of this writing they will be going to
the Nationals at ACE15 in Anaheim.
So, the ISAWWA will once again be
represented by our championship
men’s team, and championship
women’s team. Congratulations,
ladies! The team has Andrea Putz as
the Copperlady, Briget Schwab as the
Starlady, Veronica (VEE) Trevino as the
Cranker, and Michelle Harrod from
Midwest Water Group, Inc. as Coach.
When I heard last year Madison,
Wisconsin had just formed a ladies’
tapping team, it made sense to ask this
newly formed team if they would like to
make the trip to Springfield with their
men’s team, and they did. An invitation
was extended again this year, and they
accepted. How exciting it was for the
ISAWWA to have two ladies’ tapping
teams in the competition. The ‘Mad
Women on Tap’ completed their first
tap with a time of 3:19 and smoked
their second tap with a time of 2:50.
YIKES! It was also gratifying to see the
interaction of our ladies’ team with
them, as well as all the other teams.
They were awarded a Certificate of
Appreciation. I hope they can make
the return trip next year! The team has
Rene Puzach as the Copperlady, Lori
Suiter as the Starlady, Kara Jafferis as
the Cranker, and Amy Robb as Coach.
Once again, Ralph Gross, aka
Mr. Microphone, was the Master of
Ceremonies, and I had an opportunity
to share the position with Ralph again.
Together we provided exciting playby-play to the entire event. Ralph and
I are thinking of taking things on the
road. “The Blues Brothers”? NOT! Again
this year we were using a very ‘primo’
P.A. portable sound system. Dennis
Bowe and Jeff Musinski, my Co-Chair,
did an outstanding job working with
me and assisting with the time sheets,
judges, signage, and acting as the
floor managers. This was instrumental
in making this year’s contest truly
one of the best yet! Thanks to the
manufacturers and distributors who
donated all the items and materials
needed to help offset many of the costs.
Jeff Fischer (Mr. Kodak) once again
assisted with doing a fabulous job
taking pictures, as did Chris Fyhe and
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his colleague doing the videography.
Also, to make the contest fair, honest,
and reputable, Lenny Gahgan was
the Head Judge who worked with his
judges Tim Thilly, Jim Bowles, and Bill
Manns. Owen Keenan ran the follow
spotlight. Jack Goblet, John Rowley,
David Bird, Dan Mann, Chris Lahner,
Tery Botterman, Bob Mroz, and
Matt Haberstich assisted as ‘Special
Forces’ with keeping the tapping area
and piping secured and operational at
all times.
We appreciate all the help we
receive from our sponsors, the
committee, the teams, and the
CWLP crews in getting the pipe and
carpets and other tapping materials
set up for the contest. On behalf
of the ISAWWA and the Tapping
Committee members, I presented a
plaque of Appreciation to Bill Manns
showing how much we appreciate
what CWLP does for us every year.
This event helps bring competitive
staff together from all departments
in public works, whether they work
in the public or private sector, in the
field, or in the office. The teams at
the Illinois contest are offered free
hotel rooms to help defray costs.
The winning team(s) also gets up to
$6,000 toward travel expenses for
the National AWWA competition. This
year the winning teams will get up
to $1,500 per person toward travel

expenses to the National AWWA
Convention in Anaheim.
After the competition, all of the
teams were invited out to Capital City
Bar & Grill for refreshments and a
great buffet thanks to the coordinated
efforts of the ISAWWA staff. Thank
you to Laurie Dougherty, ISAWWA
Executive Director, and her fine staff,
Angela Podesta, and Sandi McGinnis,
for all their professional assistance.
Congratulations to all the teams
for a very spirited contest. Thank you
again to all our volunteers, sponsors,
and committee for making this year’s
event so exciting and memorable.
This is my last year as Chair
for the ISAWWA Water Tapping
Contest. After approximately 14
years running our annual event and
taking it to the next level, I am ready
to pass the leadership position to
Jeff Musinski. Jeff has worked very
closely with me in the past two years
as Co-Chair and I am confident he
will keep things just as exciting! I will
be moving on to announce a new
competition, ‘Hydrant Hysteria.’ I
will also be announcing the AWWA
Annual Water Tapping Competition
at the national level at ACE. I have
thoroughly enjoyed working with the
BEST committee anyone could ask for!
It’s been work, but it’s also been fun!
Thank you everyone.
See you next year in Springfield!
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Youth Outreach Award Winners
ORGANIZATION CATEGORY
Congratulations to Illinois American
Water Company for being the recipient
of the Illinois Section American
Water Works Association’s 2015
Youth Outreach Award (Organization
Category) for their Mobile Education
Center. The first year of operation for
the Mobile Education Center was in
2014 and they reached an estimated
1,400 students across the state.
The Mobile Education Center is
a custom-designed and built trailer
that is transported to different
venues throughout Illinois in order
to provide a platform for child and
adult education about the water
industry. The Mobile Education Center
focuses on Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
related concepts and how they can
help create a better understating of
the wastewater and water treatment
processes. They offer hands-on
experience in water testing through
various lab tests as well as several
lessons on the water cycle, water
treatment cycle, water treatment
process, water quality, water
conservation, and the value of water.
The Mobile Education Center
features internal and external

access areas that are set up with
equipment and information for those
who participate in the programs
or presentations given by Illinois
American Water Company. The inside
of the Mobile Education Center
features a large screen LED television
and laboratory equipment that is used
to perform the hands-on water testing
and viewing of educational videos or
other audio/visual aids.

INDIVIDUAL CATEGORY
Congratulations to Kyla Jacobsen for
being the recipient of the ISAWWA 2015
Youth Outreach Award – Individual
Category. Kyla is the Water Director
for the City of Elgin, and has been
working for years to immerse kids
in all the water industry has to offer.
Kyla is committed to integrating water
into career education for children of
all ages, and has participated in many
career fairs and other career guidance
activities to represent ISAWWA and the
water industry. She has also served as
a mentor to multiple student members
of AWWA.

Kyla’s interests also include work
with School District U-46, the second
largest school district in the state. She
has partnered with teachers to help
organize water-related events, and
mentored students who have shown
interest in the water industry. She
also works with Girl Scout and Boy
Scout troops on water-related badges
and activities. She has literally talked
to thousands of kids about water in
the course of her career. Thank you
Kyla for sharing your passion and
enthusiasm for the water industry with
so many people!
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State Science Fair
Recap
T

he Illinois Junior Academy of
Sciences’ State Science Fair
moved to Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale on a beautiful spring
day on Saturday, May 2. The Science
Fair sub-committee of the Outreach
Committee, with several ‘new’ members,
judged numerous junior and high school
students who presented their projects
focused on issues important to our
drinking water industry. This year, we
selected five outstanding projects –
two in junior high and three from high
school. A total of $1,000 in cash was
awarded, with second-place winners
receiving $125 and first-place winners
receiving $250.
Our second-place junior high winner
was 7th grader Hannah Adams from
the Alexander Graham Bell Elementary
School in Chicago, for her project ‘Sea
Change: Improving Desalination.’ She
tested certain variables in a desalination

device and determined their effect on
the amount of water desalinated. This
research would be useful in advancing
the technology of desalination plants.
Our first-place junior high winner
was a joint effort from 8th graders Urvi
Awasthi and Sarina Tajuddin, who are
from Thomas G. Scullen Middle School
in Naperville. Their project ‘A Touch
of Silver: Designing an Efficient Water
Filter using Silver Nanotechnology’ was
to develop a durable and economical
water filter for use in third world
countries. Their filter, comprised of
a PVC base, stainless steel strainer,
activated carbon suspended with
colloidal silver, and cotton fiber,
proved effective in removing bacterial
pathogens and purifying the water.
In the high school division, our
second-place winner was Zainab Shah,
a senior at Niles North High School in
Skokie, for ‘Comparing the Viability of

L to R: Urvi Awasthi, Sarina Tajuddin, Hannah Adams, Randy Vanderwerf, and Nicholas Ieremciuc
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Ag-doped Photocatalysis with Sulfidation
and Ultrasound in the Detoxification of
Carcinogenic Heavy Metal Contaminants,
and Determining its Impact on Girardia
Tigrinan and Lemna Minor.’ In addition
to creating the longest project title
of all time, Zainab experimented with
Ag-doped photocatalytic composites
to detoxify heavy metals in drinking
water. Her approach was demonstrated
to be viable and more effective than
sulfidation and ultrasound in purifying
the water from lead and chromium.
For the first place-winner in high
school, we had a tie between two
amazing projects. The first project was
from sophomore Nicholas Ieremciuc
from Niles West High School in Skokie
for his project ‘Effects of Trypsin and
Sodium Sulfite on the Adhesion of
Zebra Mussels.’ Nick’s experiment
tested various concentrations of trypsin
and sodium sulfite to determine their
effectiveness in detaching zebra mussels
from a rope. The results indicated
that variable solutions were effective
and could be used in the real world
situations such as for pipes, boats,
and docks.
The other first-place winner was
senior Ambria Benesch from Niles
North High School, our third winner
from Skokie. Her project was ‘The
Viability of a Mixed Bacterial Culture
for Bioremediation of Heav y Metals,
Polycyclic Hydrocarbons, and Volatile
Organic Compounds.’ Ambria was
looking to find a more reliable and
far reaching method to purify water
of contaminants using hardy cultures
of bio-remediatory bacteria. She
found that a certain ratio of P. Putida,
Bacillus, and Corynebacterium was
95% effective in removing mercury
nitrate, benzene, toluene, and pyrene
from water.

Ambria Benesch presenting her project
to our judges

Zainab Shah presenting her project
to our judges

L to R: Kathy Gerdes, Steve Gerdes, Randy Vanderwerf,
Linda Henry, Mike Henry, Elizabeth Doellman, Walter Voegel,
Lori Stenzel, and Steve Stenzel

All five of our project winners have
expressed interest in presenting their
projects at next year’s WATERCON.
Please join me in watching Hannah, Urvi,
Sarina, Zainab, Nick, and Ambria present
their amazing projects and encourage
their efforts in the water industry!
ISAWWA’s involvement in the science
fair would not be possible without
our dedicated committee members!
Our volunteers this year were Walter

Voegel and Elizabeth Doellman (Illinois
American Water Company), Steve Gerdes
and Kathy Gerdes (Town of Normal),
along with our newcomers from down
south Lori Stenzel and Steve Stenzel,
and Linda Henry and Mike Henry
(Illinois American Water Company).
Please consider contacting your
local schools to provide support for
the science fair and other education
activities. Next year’s science fair will be

moved to Milliken University in Decatur
as the State Farm Center (former
Assembly Hall) as the University of Illinois
is hopefully in its last year of renovation.
If you would like to participate in next
year’s science fair, please email me
(randyvanderwerf01@gmail.com) and
I will include you on the mailing list. We
are always looking for new members
for the science fair and other Outreach
Committee activities.

Communities thrive with it.
Public health depends on it.
Public law protects it.
... and you provide it.

We are in it
for a reason.

Prestressed Concrete Storage Tanks

Water Engineering
Trust the professionals at Clark Dietz to
ensure a safe, reliable, and compliant water
system for your community now and into
the future.
WATER

Illinois
Indiana
Wisconsin

WASTEWATER

CHAMPAIGN

217.373.8900

CHICAGO

Trends come and go but DN Tanks prestressed concrete
storage tanks are built to perform for decades — that’s
why we’ve been in business for generations. We’re that
strong.
For more information, visit or call.
Jerry Myers
Regional Manager
847.778.8098
jerry.myers@dntanks.com
www.dntanks.com

STORMWATER

312.648.9900

Quality never goes out of style

www.clarkdietz.com
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Board & Committee Chair Listing: 2015-2016

Board & Trustees
POSITION

NAME

PHONE

EMAIL

Chair

Greg Swanson

309-524-2301

gswanson@moline.il.us

Chair Elect

Ted Meckes

217-789-2116

ted.meckes@cwlp.com

Vice Chair

Chris Ulm

815-744-4200

chris.ulm@strand.com

Secretary-Treasurer

Robyn Doescher

312-373-6759

rdoescher@glenview.il.us

Past Chair

Theresa O’Grady

630-820-1022

togrady@cmtengr.com

AWWA Director

Terry McGhee

630-834-0100

mcghee@dpwc.org

Executive Director

Laurie Dougherty

866-521-3595

laurie@isawwa.org

Trustee at Large

Carolyn Grieves

815-459-1260

cgrieves@baxterwoodman.com

District 1 Trustee

Ashley Bernard

815-987-5714

ashley.bernard@rockfordil.gov

District 2A Trustee

Andrea Putz

312-742-1070

andrea.putz@cityofchicago.org

District 2B Trustee

Mike Skibbe

847-459-2545

mskibbe@vbg.org

District 2C Trustee

Mike Ramsey

630-981-6289

mramsey@westmont.il.gov

District 2D Trustee

Nick Gornick

815-724-3675

ngornick@jolietcity.org

District 3 Trustee

Kim Lucas

217-753-8630 x1703

kim.lucas@cwlp.com

District 4 Trustee

Lori Stenzel

618-792-4558

lori.stenzel@amwater.com

District 5 Trustee

Randy Vanderwerf

217-373-8937

randy.vanderwerf@clarkdietz.com

AMERICAN Amarillo
Fast-Grip Gaskets
It’s More Than Just A Color – It’s Confidence

AMERICAN-USA.COM
1-800-442-2347
EOE/Minority/Female/Veteran/Disability
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AMERICAN has been in the business of bright
ideas for over 110 years. The bright yellow Amarillo
Fast-Grip gasket is just the latest example of
a water works innovation that benefits our
customers and the public. Designed to the
same specifications as the previous generation
of Fast-Grips, the Amarillo model gives you
added confidence that you’ve selected the
proper gasket for the Fastite bell, that the gasket
seated properly during installation and that it’s
an AMERICAN product – made in America, The
Right Way.

4/13/2015 9:33:29 AM

2015 Annual Conference Committee Chairs
POSITION

NAME

PHONE

EMAIL

Exhibit Hall

Terry Locke

630-422-4914

tjlocke@flolo.com

Greeter

Len Rago

224-500-0911

lrago@carollo.com

Meter Madness

Bruce Vaickus

815-467-6644

bvaickus@channahon.org

Hydrant Hysteria

Mike Ramsey

630-981-6289

mramsey@westmont.il.gov

Moderator Chair

David Said

815-289-9540

davidsaid8@aol.com

New Products Demos

Paul Schumi

630-485-9870

pschumi@wachsws.com

Silent Auction

Dennis Ross

217-965-1566

ross@otterlakewater.net

Student Activities

Kristin Rehg

847-448-8217

krehg@cityofevanston.org

Tapping Contest

Jeff Musinski

847-400-7443

jmusinski@vah.com

Technical Program 2015

Chris Ulm

815-744-4200

chris.ulm@strand.com

Top Ops

Larry Thomas

815-355-0923

thomaslarry@stanleygroup.com

Water Museum

Joe Voss

847-381-3470

hjvoss@sbclglobal.net

Water Taste Test

Jennifer Barlas

312-466-8245

jennifer.barlas@clarkdietz.com

POSITION

NAME

PHONE

EMAIL

Awards

Terry McGhee

630-834-0100

mcghee@dpwc.org

Backflow

Mike Eisenhauer

708-389-5600

meisenhauer@backflow.com

Diversity & Member
Inclusion Committee

Kyla Jacobsen

847-931-6160

jacobsen_k@cityofelgin.org

Education

Jeff Freeman

630 466-6700

jfreeman@eeiweb.com

Finance

Michael Winegard

312-938-0300

mike.winegard@aecom.com

Fuller Award 2015

Laurie Dougherty

866-521-3595

laurie@isawwa.org

History

Ken Ficek

815-883-8482

kbficek@att.net

Illinois Public Service Institute

Allen Persons

815-436-3577

apersons@goplainfield.com

ILWARN

Josh Stewart

217-789-2323 x1610

josh.stewart@cwlp.com

MAC

Terry Locke

630-422-4914

tjlocke@flolo.com

Membership

Randy Lusk

219-405-0615

randyl@mesimpson.com

Nominating

Theresa O’Grady

630-820-1022

togrady@cmtengr.com

Outreach

Kristin Rehg

847-448-8217

krehg@cityofevanston.org

Safety/Emergency Planning

Carolyn Grieves

815-459-1260

cgrieves@baxterwoodman.com

Small Systems

Jon Meyer

312-780-7754

meyerjp@cdmsmith.com

Source Water Protection

Ed Coggin

224 864-7229

ed.coggin@westonsolutions.com

SPLASH

Nadine Miller

815-721-6215

nadine.miller@rockfordil.gov

T-CON

Doug Strempek

708-583-5751

dstrempek@villageofnorridge.com

Water Distribution

Owen Keenan

847-208-5890

owen.keenan@mesimpson.com

Water Efficiency

Danielle Gallet

773-278-4800

danielleg@cnt.org

Water for People

Dennis Ross

217-965-1566

ross@otterlakewater.net

Water Trailer

Matt Overeem

847-870-5640

movereem@mountprospect.org

Water Utility Council

Gerald Bever

815-787-3111

gerald.bever@gmail.com

Young Professionals

Kyle Saunders

815-987-5735

kyle.saunders@rockfordil.gov

Committee Chairs
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PITTSBURG
TANK & TOWER
MAINTENANCE CO., INC.

Stanley Consultants Covers the

Entire Drinking Water Cycle

SAVE!
We have a crew in
YOUR AREA!
Inspections
Wet
Dry
ROV

Repair

In Service Cleaning
Paint
Insulation

New & Used

Tanks

Relocation
Elevated
Erection
Underground
Dismantles Ground Storage

ROV inspections can be viewed on TV console
during inspection & DVD provided. All inspections
include bound reports, recommendations and cost
estimates.

Connect with us:
www.stanleyconsultants.com
| 773.693.9624

Engineer for the
WESTERN SPRINGS
REVERSE OSMOSIS
WATER TREATMENT PLANT
2015 ACEC Illinois
Award Winner
Water

Vicky Caudill
270-826-9000 Ext. 107
www.watertank.com

YOUR PARTNERS AT PEERLESS.
In all that we do, our commitment to quality is clear.
From the experience of our skilled craftsmen
to our command of the latest technologies,
we stand apart from the competition.
That’s why when it comes to
water supply contracting and hydrogeologic services…
WE’RE PEERLESS!

www.peerlessmidwest.com

Environment
Transportation

Mishawaka, IN
574.254.9050

Energy
Facilities

Chicago • Carbondale • Lisle • Springfield
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Ionia, MI
616.527.0050

Indianapolis, IN
317.896.2987

Grand Blanc, MI
248.996.2721

Reach Our Advertisers

COMPANY
ACIPCO
Advanced Valve Technologies, Inc.
ARCADIS
Badger Meter
Baxter & Woodman, Inc.
Bilfinger Water Technologies - Airvac
Cady Aquastore, Inc.
CDM Smith Inc.
Cla-Val Automatic Control Valves
Clark Dietz, Inc.
Crawford, Murphy & Tilly, Inc.
DN Tanks | DYK and Natgun, Generations Strong
Dorner Company
Energenecs, Inc.
Ferguson Waterworks
Fischer, Harris and Associates
Flo-Systems, Inc.
Flolo Corporation
Heartland Controls
HMG Engineers, Inc.
HR Green, Inc.
Illinois American Water
Kamstrup
Klingner & Associates, P.C.
M.E. Simpson Co., Inc.
McMAHON
Medora Corporation (SolarBee and GridBee brands)
Merrick Industries Inc.
National Wash Authority
Peerless Midwest, Inc.
Pittsburg Tank
Pollardwater.com
Smith Ecological Systems
Stanley Consultants
Tank Industry Consultants
Test Gauge & Backflow Supply, Inc.
Tnemec /Taylor Coating Sales, Inc.
United Systems & Software, Inc.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
USA Bluebook
Viking Chemical Company
Water Solutions Unlimited
Water Well Solutions Service Group
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PHONE
205-325-7701
877-489-4909
312-917-1000
800-876-3837
815-459-1260
813-855-6297
815-899-5678
312-346-5000
800-238-7070
262-657-1550
844-426-8364
847-778-8098
262-932-2100
262-377-6360
815-756-2800
800.224.7579
618-667-7890
630-595-1010
708-478-5210
618-594-3711
800-728-7805
800-422-2782
404-835-6716
217-223-3670
800-255-1521
920-751-4200
866-437-8076
850-265-3611
800-804-7517
616-527-0050
270-826-9000
800-437-1146
815-968-8079
773-693-9624
317-271-3100
866-836-8692
708-387-0305
800-455-3293
800-462-0876
800-548-1234
815-397-0500
800-359-3570
888-769-9009

WEBSITE
www.american-usa.com
www.avtfittings.com
www.arcadis-us.com
www.badgermeter.com
www.baxterwoodman.com
www.water.bilfinger.com
www.cadyaquastore.com
www.cdmsmith.com
www.cla-val.com
www.clarkdietz.com
www.cmtengr.com
www.dntanks.com
www.dornerco.com
www.Energenecs.com
www.ferguson.com
www.fischer-harris.com
www.flosystems.com
www.flolo.com
www.heartland-controls.com
www.hmgengineers.com
www.hrgreen.com
www.illinoisamwater.com
www.kamstrup.com
www.klingner.com
www.mesimpson.com
www.mcmgrp.com
www.medoraco.com
www.merrick-inc.com
www.watertowercleaners.com
www.peerlessmidwest.com ( Jeff Stollhans)
www.watertank.com
www.pollardwater.com
www.smithecological.com
www.stanleyconsultants.com
www.TankIndustry.com
www.shopbackflow.com
www.tnemec.com/taylorcoatingcoating
www.united-systems.com
www.environment.engr.wisc.edu
www.usabluebook.com
www.vikingchemical.com
www.getwsu.com
www.wwssg.com

To reach professionals through Splash magazine and its targeted readership, contact
Jeff at your earliest convenience to discuss your company’s promotional plans for 2015.

Jeff Kutny, Marketing Manager
Email: jeff@kelman.ca

Phone: 866-985-9789

Fax: 866-985-9799
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Mount Prospect, IL
2014 Tank of the Year Finalist

Think Tnemec.
Tnemec Company has been the leading supplier of protective coatings
to the water industry for decades. Our extensive line of proven products
offers unparalleled corrosion protection and aesthetics, extending your
maintenance cycles and providing unmatched life-cycle value. Contact us for
a complimentary protective coatings packet or coating system consultation.
When you think of coatings, think Tnemec.

Contact your local Tnemec coatings consultant:
Northern Illinois

Western Illinois

Southern Illinois

Erik Otten
Taylor Coating Sales, Inc.
Tel: (708) 387-0305
eotten@tnemec.com

Keith Kennett
Taylor Coating Sales, Inc.
Tel: (309) 945-2094
kkennett@tnemec.com

Mike Cerutti
Coating Solutions, LLC
Tel: (314) 703-8042
mcerutti@tnemec.com

800-TNEMEC1
tnemec.com

